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Abstract

This report presents the work done during the Master thesis project which
constituted my graduation project with respect to the Digital Systems Group
of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Tech
nology. This thesis work took place in the period from February 1991 until
September 1991, at Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd., a Japanese company,
in Tokyo, Japan.
The graduation project assignment was described as:

"Produce a hypermedia system. Since the design of an entire
hypermedia system is probably to big a task, the initial design
should be simple. To add more acadamic value to the project,
one of the seven issues described in the paper by Frank G.
Halasz [7], or an aspect of one of these issues, has to be analyzed
and should be included in the design."

The assignment was devided into the following sub-tasks.

1. Design th.e framework of the hypermedia system

2. Implement the hypermedia system

3. Evaluate the hypermedia system

The project was started by studying the scientific literature in this field.
During the beginning of the project, the physical implementation was em
phasized. Later on, the main stress was put on designing the framework
of the hypermedia system. The issue chosen to be included was that of
Composites. Studying this issue lead to the consideration of more complex
concepts, like document duplication, sharing, versioning, and context. The
first milestone in the project was reached by the implementation of a simple
hypertext network in the programming language C++.

Later on this network implementation was defined formally in the so
called 'Hypemetwork model', which constituted the second milestone in
this project. The third milestone was set by the definition and design of
the so called 'Hyperstructure model'. The design of this model is the most
important result of the project. The model includes two issues described



by Halasz, which are Composites and Versioning. The composites are im
plemented by using the ideas presented in the object-oriented multi-media
database model described by Woelk et a1.[3]. The model then captures the
concept of context, by implementing sharing and versioning with a notion
of context. Halasz lists a number of questions concerning the implementa
tion of composites. The model definition implicitly gives sensible answers to
these questions. The final milestone reached in the project, was the design
of an implementation of the hyperstructure model, in which many aspects
of hypermedia systems are considered. After finishing this project I could
draw the following final conclusions, with respect to the assignment.

1. Designing a hypermedia system is a difficult task. Many different
aspects are involved and need to be considered. Professional devel
opment of hypermedia systems should be done as long-term projects,
in which testing and user feedback are essential components of the
development process.

2. IT the underlying network of a hypermedia system supports composi tes,
then there should also be support for document duplication.

3. IT the implementation of Composites allowes sharing of contained ob
jects, then this sharing mechanism should be extended with a notion
of context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the problems, which resulted from the rapid development of informa
tion technology in this century, is often referred to by the term information
explosion. The enormous production of information of todays human society,
presents its problems in storage and consumption of this information. It is
anticipated that computer technology will solve these problems in the future.
The advent of digitizing information and the non-stop progress of computer
performance will lead to a higher bandwidth of information transfer between
humans and computers. Eventually, most communication will be done using
computers. Some even expect computer screens to replace all communica
tion usage of paper in the near future. The field of hypermedia systems tries
to address problems related to the information explosion. There is no clear
mark off since this research field coincides with many others, ranging from
the fields of database technology to artificial intelligence and man-machine
interface technology. Hypermedia systems are systems developed to manip
ulate and store information in the form of multi-media data. Hypermedia
system applications are various, including information databases, document
managers, tools for program development, learning, idea-processing, etc.

This report presents the work done during the Master thesis project
which constituted my graduation project with respect to the Digital Systems
Group of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University
of Technology. The project was fulfilled in the Systems Labaratories of Oki
Electric Industry Co., Ltd. in Tokyo, during the period from February until
October 1991. Oki is a Japanese company active in the market of Telecom
munications (ranging from branch exchangers to fax equipment), silicon de
vices (DRAM, ASIC (Aplication specific IC), etc.) and data processing
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systems (hardware and software). One of the projects recently started in
the Systems Labaratories is called the AMPT project (Advanced Model for
Personal communication Tool). The target is a 'dynabook' like personal
computer which will include hypermedia facilities.! My project assignment
was formulated with respect to this AMPT project.

1.1 Assignment

The exact description of the project assignment was the following.

"Produce a hype~edia system. Since the design of an entire
hype~edia system is probably to big a task, the initial design
should be simple. To add more acadamic value to the project, one
of the seven issues described in the paper by Frank G. Halasz[7],
or an aspect of one of these issues, has to be analyzed and should
be included in the design."

The assignment was devided into the following sub-tasks.

1. Design the framework of the hypermedia system

2. Implement the hypermedia system

3. Evaluate the hypermedia system

At the start of the project, the physical implementation was empha
sized. Later on, the main stress was put on designing the framework of the
hypermedia system. The issue chosen to be included was that of Compos
ites, leading to the consideration of more complex concepts. The graduation
project resulted in the design of a generic model which can be used as the
underlying framework for a hypermedia application system. This paper
describes the model and addresses the more advanced topics such as the
concepts of document duplication, sharing, versioning, and context, which
are incorporated in the model. Furthermore, the paper presents a possible
implementation of this model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In chapter two
the hypermedia field is introduced. This chapter presents hypermedia in
general, followed by a description of the issues of Halasz. Chapter three

lThe project is motivated by the ideas described in [6].
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presents a proposal for the overall architecture of the hypennedia system.
It specifies which part in this architecture is the focus of this paper. Chap
ter four introduces the hypemetwork model which is a fonnal description
of a general hypennedia database network. The same chapter presents a
discussion of composites. Chapter five presents the datamodel described in
[3]. Many of the ideas presented in this model are incorporated in the hy
perstructure model, which is given in chapter six. Chapter seven presents
a proposal for the implementation of the hyperstructure model. In the last
part of this chapter the physical implementation of the hypemetwork model
is introduced. The software which implements this model can be found in
B. The last chapter (chapter eight), evaluates the project by reconsidering
Halasz issues, and presents conclusions and proposals for future work.



Chapter 2

Introducing Hypermedia
Systems

This chapter presents an introduction to hypermedia systems. In the first
section of this chapter, the origin of the idea is presented and characteristics
and application areas of these systems are described. This section explains
the basic concept of hypermedia and is meant to give the reader an idea of
what hypermedia systems are. The second section describes the seven issues
to be considered in the next generation of hypermedia systems. These issues
are concerned with more complex aspects related to hypermedia systems and
originate from the paper of Halasz[7J. To keep the size of this paper within
limits, the issues are described only shortly. The reader who needs more
background information or a more precise explanation is referred to the
original paper.

2.1 Hypertext and hypermedia

2.1.1 Origin of the hypertext idea

It was president Roosevelt's science advisor, Vannevar Bush, who is credited
with first describing hypertext in his 1945 article "As We May Think"[1J. In
this article, Bush describes a machine, which he calls 'Memex', to be used for
browsing and making notes in an extensive on-line text and graphics system.
This Memex includes a very large library containing textual documents, as
well as photographs, sketches, and personal notes. His system uses microfilm
to store this information, photocells are used to display the information on

4
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several viewers.
The essential feature of the Memex is that it provides the means to tie

two items in the library together. Two different documents each displayed
in one viewer can be connected to eachother by a named link. The user taps
in the name of the link, which appears in a code space at the bottom of each
viewer. The system now, out of view, fills the code space with a photocell
readable dot code that names the other document and the current position
in that document. Later on, when the user displays one of these documents,
the other can be retrieved and displayed by tapping a button below the code
space. The user can now build a trail of documents connected to each other
through the use of this linking mechanism.

Bush was motivated in developing his ideas by the need to support more
natural forms of indexing and retrieval:

"The human mind ... operates by association. Man cannot hope
fully to duplicate this mental process artificially, but he certainly
ought to be able to learn from it. One cannot hope to equal the
speed and flexibility with which the mind follows an associative
trail, but it should be possible to beat the mind decisively in re
gard to the permanence and clarity of the items resurrected from
storage".[1]

Bush foresaw the information explosion and felt that his idea was a
technological achievement worthy of major expenditure.

2.1.2 The Memex translated

The technological development has lead to the implementation of Bush's
ideas in so called hypertext systems. The documents in the library of the
Memex are translated into objects in a computer database and the viewers
are replaced by computer screens. The links between documents are trans
lated in labelled pointers between objects in the database and the indication
of the presence of such a link is translated in the display of a button reveal
ing the label information. Figure 2.1 gives an impression of the conceptual
hypertext idea in terms of todays technology.

The top window in the display on the left side of this figure presents
the information which is hold in object A in the database. The labelled
arcs which depart from this object (g and b) are displayed as buttons in
this window. With a pointing device (e.g. a mouse), the user can choose
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Figure 2.1: Hypertext in terms of computer technology

which information should be displayed next. In the figure, the user clicked
button b which resulted in the display of the information hold in object B
in the second window. In this window, again two choices are available as
a result from the two arcs (f and e) which depart from object B in the
database.

2.1.3 Present definitions and systems

In the previous section, the term hypertext system is mentioned. Hypertext
systems are the precursors of hypermedia systems. The difference between
these systems is indicated by their names. Hypertext systems are systems
which manipulate only textual data l , whereas hypermedia systems manipu
late all kinds of multi-media data, including text, graphics, pictures, anima
tion, digitized speech, audio and video recordings, and so on. Although this
extension to multi-media data implies many new aspects2, the basic concept

lUsually also some graphics are supported. These are used for a so called 'network
brow"er', which presents a graphical display of the objects and the existing connections
(links) between these objects in the network or part of the network.

:I Consider for example the display or indication of the presence of links to other parts
in the database. In the case of text this can be done by interleaving the text with a
(mouse-sensitive) button whereever there exists a link. In the case of audio or moving
images (e.g. video), the way to indicate the presence of possible links is not that obvious.
The extension to multi-media data implies the inclusion of different interpreters for each
kind of data in the hypermedia application system (c.f. the set of readers in [8]).
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remains the same.
At the present time there is not a single definition for hypertext. Usually

hypertext is described by giving typical features or properties of hypertext
systems. One of the hypertext pioneers, Ted Nelson, once defined hypertext
as

"a combination oj natural language text with the computer's ca
pacity Jor interactive branching, or dynamic display ... oj a non
linear text ... which cannot be printed conveniently on a conven
tional page". [2]

In this definition, "display ... oj a nonlinear text" should be interpreted
as the possibility for the user to consume the information in a non-linear way.
However, this possibility directly results from the linking mechanism. So, in
this paper, as indicated by Bush (see section 2.1.1), hypertext is described by
stating that its most essential feature is the linking mechanism. To give the
reader a better understanding of using hypertext systems, Conklin presents
a list of characteristics of a somewhat idealized hypertext system[5]. He also
presents four broad application areas. The characteristics are the following.3

• The database is a network of objects which are associated with data.4

This network can be thought of as a kind of hyperdocument.

• The data associated with the nodes is displayed in windows on the
screen. The correspondence between the database nodes and the
screen windows is on a one-to-one basis. Each node has a name or
title which is always displayed in the window. Only a small number
of nodes are opened as windows on the screen at the same time.

• All standard window system operations are supported. Windows can
be repositioned, resized, closed, and put aside as small window icons.
The Position and size of a window or icon (and perhaps also its color
and shape) are cues to remembering the contents of the window (node).
Closing a window causes the window to disappear after any changes
that have been made are saved to the database node. Clicking with
the mouse on the icon of a closed window causes the window to open
instantly.

3It should be noted that some existing systems have more characteristics than these,
and some have fewer or different ones.

4The objects are usually called nodes. In the case ofa hypertext system, the associated
data is ussually textual data.
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• Windows can contain any number of link icons5 which represent point
ers to other nodes in the database. The link icon contains a short tex
tual field which suggests the contents of the node it points to. Clicking
on a link icon with the mouse causes the system to find the referenced
node and to immediately open a new window for it on the screen.

• The user can easily create new nodes and new links to new nodes
(for annotiation, comment, elaboration, etc.) or to existing nodes (for
establishing new connections).

• The 'database can be browsed in three ways.

1. By following links and opening windows successively to examine
their contents.

2. By searching the network (or part of it) for some string, keyword,
or attribute value.

3. By navigating around the hyperdocument (network), using a brow
ser that displays the network (or part of it) graphically. The user
can select whether the nodes and links are displayed together
with their names and labels or not.

The four application areas are the following.

1. Macro literary systems: the study of technologies to support large
on-line libraries in which interdocument links are machine-supported
(that is, all publishing, reading, collaboration, and criticism takes place
within the network).

2. Problem exploration tools: tools to support early unstructured think
ing on a problem when many disconnected ideas come to mind (for
example, during early authoring and outlining, problem solving, pro
gramming, and design).

3. Browsing systems: systems similar to macro literary systems, but
smaller in scale (for teaching, reference, and public information), in
which ease of use is crucial.

5Note that there are two uses of icons: those that function as placeholderJ for windows
that have been temporarily put aside, and those within windows, representing links or
gatewayJ to other nodes.
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4. General hypertext technology: general purpose systems designed to al
low experimentation with a range of hypertext applications (for read
ing, writing, collaboration, etc.).

Some of the important existing hypertext systems are Guide, Hyper
card, Hyperties, Intermedia, Augment or NLS/Augment, KMS, Neptune,
Xanadu, and NoteCards. During the project many hyperte~t/mediarelated
papers were collected. Only the articles which are relevant for this paper are
referenced by the paper. However, for the readers who whish to gain more
in-depth knowledge on the subject, all collected hypertext/media related ar
ticles are listed in appendix A. Those who are interested in an introduction
to the subject are referred to [5], in which an excellent overview is presented.

2.2 The seven issues of Halasz

The hypermedia concept is basically quite simple. For this reason, one is
stimulated to fantasize about these systems. The possible additions to the
basic concept are numereous6• From one point of view this is a blessing,
since it implies that there may be many application areas for these systems.
From another perspective it's a curse, since designing these systems might
get very complicated ifmany of these possible additions are to be considered.
Important additions to be considered in designing the next generation of
hypermedia systems are described in the paper written by Halasz[7]. In this
paper, Halasz recognizes the shortcomings of existing hypertext systems
and uses the Notecards system[4] to illustrate these shortcomings. Halasz
presents seven issues to be considered, two of which are incorporated in the
system described in this paper (composites and versioning). This section
presents these seven issues.

2.2.1 Search and query in a hypermedia network

Navigational access is the ability to browse around a network by following
the links from node to node. Effective access to information stored in a
hypermedia network requires query-based access to complement navigation.
This is especially true in applications which are characterized by large, un
familiar, heterogeneously structered networks. Users tend to get lost while
wandering around in such a network looking for some target information.

'This is reflected by the amount of articles produced in this research field, which is still
rapidly increasing.
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Often these users can describe exactly what information they are looking
for, but simply cannot find it in the network.

There are two broad classes of query/search mechanisms needed in a
hypermedia system: content search and structure search. Content search
is equivalent with a overall string search. E.g. the search for all nodes
containing the word 'hyper' would be a content search. Structure search
does not ignore the structure of the network; a structure search could be
a search for all pairs of nodes which are somehow connected by a link and
which both contain the word 'hyper'. Search and query is also a critical
component of the virtual structures mechanism described in section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Composites; augmenting the basic model

The basic hypermedia model lacks a composition mechanism, Le., a way of
representing and dealing with groups of nodes and links as unique entities
seperate from their components. Composition should be added as a prim
itive construct in the basic hypermedia model. Inclusion should be imple
mented within, as opposed to on top of, all hypermedia systems. Moreover,
all aspects of hypermedia should support inclusion (or part-of) relations as a
construct distinct from standard (reference) links. Whether or not inclusion
relations share a common implementation mechanism with standard links is
unimportant, so long as the semantics of inclusion are fully supported.

Designing a composition mechanism appropriate for inclusion in hyper
media systems raises a host of interesting questions and issues including, for
example:

• Can a given node be included in more than one composite?

• Do links necessarily refer to a node per se or can they refer to a node
as it exists within the context of a given composite? If the latter is
possible, what does it mean to traverse a link?

• How does one handle versions of composite nodes? Does a new version
of an included node necessarily imply a new version of the composite?

• Should composites be implemented using specialized links or is a whole
new mechanism necessary?
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2.2.3 Virtual structures for dealing with changing informa-
tion

Hypermedia systems tend to have difficulty with rapidly changing informa
tion. This difficulty arises from the essentially static and fragmentary nature
of the hypermedia data model. The node network does not change unless it
is explicitly edited by the user or some other external agent. In particular,
the network cannot reconfigure itself in response to changes in the infor
mation it contains. This lack of dynamic mechanisms limits the utility of
hypermedia in many task domains.

In some systems the static nature of hypermedia has led to what can be
called the problem of "premature organization"7. At a more fundamental
level, the solution to the problem of premature organization is a relaxation of
the overly static nature of hypermedia. Specifically, the hypermedia model
needs to be augmented with a notion of virtual or dynamically-determined
structures. Virtual structures are defined intentionally, that is, by specifying
a description of their components. The exact subcomponents of a virtual
structure are determined by a search procedure whenever the structure is
accessed or instantiated.

The notion of virtual structures in hypermedia would be possible only
in a system that supported a substantial search/query mechanism over the
hypermedia network. The definition of the components in virtual structures
are in fact queries. Virtual structures are a particularly powerful mechanism
when combined with the notion of composites. Virtual links are also an
intriguing possibility. Implementing virtual nodes, links, and composites will
be a difficult task in the next generation of hypermedia systems, especially
when response time is an important factor.

2.2.4 Computation in (over) hypermedia networks

Unlike expert systems, for example, hypermedia do not include inference
engines that actively derive new information and enter it into the network.
The integration of hypermedia and AI technology is an interesting direction
to explore. A merging of concepts from frame-based systems into the design
of hypermedia systems would be a sensible way to approach the integration
of hypermedia with rule-based, truth-maintenance, and other computational

TFor example, some systems require the specification of node names on the moment
they are created. However, at the early stage of writing, an author might not know at
that point what this node exactly is going to contain.
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engines.

2.2.5 Versioning

Versioning is an important feature in hypermedia systems. A good ver
sioning mechanism will allow users to maintain and manipulate a history of
changes to their network. It is an especially critical decision in the design
of links and composites.

2.2.6 Support for collaborative work

Hypermedia is a natural medium for supporting collaborative work. Creat
ing annotations, maintaining multiple organizations of a single set of ma
terials, and transfering messages between asynchronous users are the kinds
of activities that form the basis of any collaborative effort. These are also
activities for which hypermedia systems are ideally suited.

The next generation of hypermedia needs to drastically improve support
for collaborative work in the following disparate but interrelated areas. The
mechanics of simultaneous multiuser access to a common network, and the
social interactions involved in collaboratively using a shared network.

2.2.7 Extensibility and tailorability

Hypermedia users are faced with a tool that is clearly useful but not partic
ularly well adapted to the specific task at hand. The challenge is to design
mechanisms for the small tailorability of hypermedia systems. The goal is to
make it easy for the large majority of nonprogramming users to make small
changes to the system with a minimal amount of effort. This goal should
be achieved without interfering with the current facilities that allow expert
programmers to make major changes or extensions to the system.



Chapter 3

System Proposal

This chapter presents a proposal for the overall hypermedia system archi
tecture. Then the prototype architecture, which represents the main focus
of this paper, is given. The last section describes the considerations made
in deciding which issue of Halasz was to be included in the design of the
system.

3.1 Complete system architecture

The overall system architecture is depicted in figure 3.1. This architecture is
a proposal for a complete hypermedia system. The blocks have the following
contents and tasks.

• I,
• i"-. .-/

Network Engine DataI~ r I~ r

~ ~

l.l L

X-Windows Application
I~ r

Figure 3.1: Overall system architecture
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Network The network holds all the information associated with nodes and
relationships between nodes (e.g. links). All low level functions con
cerning nodes and relationships between nodes are kept in this block.
In physical implementation this part of the system resides in RAM.

Data The data associated with the nodes in the network resides in this
block, which represents the secondary storage. In the case of a very
large network, the secondary storage might also be used to store part
of the network.

Engine The engine has several functions. It's most important function is
to keep the network consistent. Second, it contains all intermediate
level functions I necessary to manipulate the objects in the network.
Finally, it manages the data which resides in secondary storage.

Application The application has the following functions. First it contains
the high-level functions to allow a user to control the engine. Second,
it contains high-level functions to allow a user to edit the data2 which
can be reached from this block indirectly under control of the engine.
Finally the application contains the user-interface software.3

x-Windows Instead of designing a user-interface, the X-Window system
can be used. X-Windows also allows a remote user to execute the
system4• Moreover, using the X-Window system yields a high level of
portability.

3.2 Prototype system architecture

This paper focusses only on the shaded blocks in the figure given in the
previous section. This part of the architecture is of main interest because
it represents the more general framework, which can be extended to imple
ment a number of different applications. To be able to analyze and test this
framework thoroughly, a user-interface is needed. As a result, the proposed

J E.g. the functions which create nodes and which implement the versioning mechanism.
2 Editting data can be done by using existing editors, e.g. Emacs for textual data.
3The X-window event-loop for example will reside in this block.
4In fact, the X-Window system can be used for multiple access to the hypermedia

system by more than one user. Of course, multi-user access needs to be supported in the
engine and the application.
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architecture, will be that presented in figure 3.2, in which the engine and ap
plication are combined in one block. The I/O interface can be implemented
in this block. This yields a system in which the engine is controlled more
directly by the user (or system designer).

f'oo..' .-/--Network Engine / Data
Application

Figure 3.2: Prototype system architecture

3.3 The choice for composites

In choosing one of the seven issues of Halasz[7], which had to be incorporated
into the hypermedia system to be designed during this project, the following
consideration lead to the choice of the issue of composites.

At the start of the project, there was no background information about
hypermedia at hand. After a global orientation on the subject, papers were
collected to study the hypermedia field more extensively. Since the hy
permedia field is relatively new, most articles don't reveal any information
about the actual implementation of the hypertext or hypermedia systems
they describe5• Furthermore, in the System Laboratories, no hypermedia
system or prototype was in the proces of development at that moment.

In other words, no basis material to work with was at hand, and con
sequently, the system had to be designed from scratch. Most of the issues
described by Halasz however, are additional features to a basic hyperme
dia system. For example, to understand the issue of 'search and query in
a hypermedia network', the first thing needed is the hypermedia network.
The same consideration accounts for the issues of 'virtual structures', 'com
putation', 'collaborative work', and 'extensibility and tailorability'. Since,

5Usually the presentation of systems in these articles is focussed on the usage of these
systems, which is described in a users-guide like manner. This is probably the result of
the fact that hypertext and hypermedia systems just have entered the market.
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according to Halasz, the issue of 'versioning' is an especially critical deci
sion in the design of links and composites, and since the 'composite' issue
should be incorporated in the network model, choosing this issue was the
most obvious choice which could be made.



Chapter 4

The Hypernetwork Model

This chapter describes the hypernetwork model in which the objects are
defined, which will be used to implement the hyperstructure model presented
later. First, the model is presented and the structures which are allowed by
the model are interpreted. Then, the issue of composites is brought up.
Finally, extensions to the objects in the model are presented in terms of the
datatypes which implement them.

4.1 The basic network model

The objects in the basic network are kept very simple, to make the model as
general as possible. This provides a tool for reasoning about the underlying
hypermedia network in general. In the network models no restrictions are
made concerning possible structures. These kind of restrictions are incorpo
rated in the hyperstructure model.

4.1.1 Nodes and relationship objects

The basic hyper network is defined by a set of Node objects N, a set of
relationships RS, and a set of relationship objects RO : N X RS -+ N. The
function RO can be visualized as in figure 4.1.

In this figure, n EN, n' EN, and r s E RS. The function thus defines
relationship objects visualized as labelled directed arcs between circles which
represent nodes. Consequently, RO can be interpreted as a set of triples
(n, rs, n'), each defining the existence of a relationship rs between a node
object n and a node object n'.

17
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rs

Figure 4.1: Visualization of the function RO

Elements of RS specify the kind of relationship and are classified as
either reference relationships or inclusion relationships. According to this
classification, the set RS is the union of two complementary sets RR and
I R. Elements in RR and I R are called reference relationships and inclusion
relationships respectively. Consequently, the set of relationship objects RO
also devides in two complementary sets, which are defined by

L: N x RR -+ N

I:NxIR-+N.

(4.1)

(4.2)

Elements in L are relationship objects called links, and elements in I
are relationship objects called inclusions. Now, a formal definition of links,
inclusions, and nodes can be given.

Link A link is a relationship object I E L, associated with a reference
relationship rr ERR.

A link I E L can be interpreted as a triple (8, rr, d) in which 8 E N is
called the source of the link, dEN is called the destination of the link,
and rr E RR specifies a reference relationship between this source and
destination node.

Inclusion An inclusion is a relationship object i E I, associated with an
inclusion relationship ir E I R.

An inclusion i E I can be interpreted as a triple (c, ir, m) in which c E N
is called the club of the node object mEN, m is called a member of the
node object c, and ir E I R specifies an inclusion relationship between this
club and member node.
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Node A node n E N is an object which contains a set of links LS(n) and
a set of inclusions IS(n).

LS(n) and IS(n) are called the link set and the inclusion set of the node
object n, and are defined by

LS(n) = {(s, rr, d) I (8, rr, d) E L,8 = n}

IS(n) = {(e,ir,m) I (e,ir,m) E I,e = n}

Finally, notice that for N = {nl,n2,na,' ",n,}, and i E [l,l],j E [1,1]

(4.3)

(4.4)

,
L = ULS(ni), (4.6)

i=O

and

,
I = UIS(~).

i=O

(4.7)

4.1.2 Graphical presentation

Since the function RO can be visualized as a labelled directed are, the
hypernetwork can be visualized as a labelled directed graph. Because the
label in this graph represents the relationships in RR and I R, and since
at this point these relationships are not further specified (i.e. a relationship
object is either a link or an inclusion), two label values are sufficient. Instead
of using a two valued label, the distinction between links and inclusions is
expressed by using thin black directed arcs for links and fat gray directed
arcs for inclusions. As an example, consider the network depicted in figure
4.2.
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Units

Inclusions

Figure 4.2: Example configuration

The formal definition of the network configuration depicted in this figure is
the following.

N - {nl' n2, n3, n4, nS, n6, n7, nS, ng, nlO, nu}

RO = LUI

RS - RRUIR
RR = {TT}

IR - {iT}

L = {(n3, TT, ng), (n6, TT, nd, (n7, TT, Tt6), (ns, TT, n4), (ns, TT, n6),

(ng, TT, nlO), (ng, TT, nu), (nlO, TT, n7), (nu, TT, ns), (nu, TT, nlO)}

I = {(nl' iT, ns), (ns, iT, ns), (ns, iT, ng), (n6, iT, ng), (n6, iT, nlO)}
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4.2 Primitives

From the previous discussion, it should be clear that the nodes in the net
work are structured using the relationship objects (links and inclusions).
Although links and inclusions are very similar, they are interpreted differ
ently. A link defines the existence of a reference relationship between its
source and destination. A reference relationship may be any kind of rela
tionship, except those relationships which define 'part-of' or 'containment '.
An inclusion however, only defines relationships associated with part-of or
containment.

The importance of the difference in interpretation leads to the definition
of so called node-primitives. These primitives are defined by partitioning
the set of nodes N into four disjunct subsets. Based on the contents of the
link set and the inclusion set contained in a node, the set of nodes N devides
in a set of simple action nodes SA, a set of simple connection nodes se, a
set of club action nodes eA, and a set of club connection nodes ee. These
sets are formally defined as follows.

SA -
se -
eA -
ee -

{n I LS(n) = 0, [Sen) = 0}
{n I LS(n) '# 0, [Sen) = 0}
{n I LS(n) =0, [Sen) '# 0}
{n I LS(n) '# 0,IS(n) '# 0}

Figure 4.3. presents the primitives graphically. It should be noted that
the incoming link is not part of a primitive. Since the union of these four
disjunct sets equals N, every possible network structure allowed l by the
hypemetwork model can be built up using the primitives.

4.3 Interpretation of structures

The links and inclusions in a network each impose a relationship structure
on top of the nodes. The structure which results from ignoring all inclu
sions and all nodes which aren't associated with links, can be interpreted as
the structure which is used in conventional hypertext and hypermedia sys
tems. The conventional part of the example network given in section 4.1.2
is depicted in figure 4.4.

IThe basic network model is in no way restricted yet. For example, an inclusion object
(ni, ir, Ri) is allowed by the model.
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n1 Simple Action Node
n2 Simple Connection Node
n3 Club Action Node
n4 Club Connection Node

Figure 4.3: Node primitives

Incomming Unk

Figure 4.4: Conventional hypermedia network structure
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This structure contains simple primitives only2. The structure resulting
from ignoring all links and all nodes which aren't associated with inclu
sions is given in figure 4.5. This structure is interpreted as a hierarchical
structure. The existence of the inclusion departing at nl and arriving at
ns defines that ns is containted in nl. From the previously given naming
conventions it follows that ns is a member of nl, and nl is the club of ns.
A containment hierarchy is also called an aggregation hierarchy. In fact,
the figure presents two of these aggregation hierarchies. The first hierarchy
is build from nodes nl, ns, ns, and ng, in which nl is the root node. The
second hierarchy contains 116, ng, and nlO, in which 116 is the root node. Ag
gregation hierarchies are build up using both simple and club nodes. Notice
that the model allows a club to be a member of another club, and a node
to be a member of several clubs.

Figure 4.5: Containment structure

4.4 Composites

Now that all the basic material is been discussed, Halasz issue of composites
can be analyzed. In his paper[7], Halasz stresses that the difference between

2 All nodes are simple connection nodes except "1 which is a simple action node.
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reference and inclusion relationships has to be recognized by the system.3

This will allow a user to group information and the system to handle this
information as one entity. As an example of this grouping, Halasz presents
a so called 'CaseComposite node '. This node contains other nodes and is
equivalent with the club primitives. The CaseComposite presents all infor
mation involved with a legal case. Figure 4.6 presents this CaseComposite.
Figure 4.7 gives the equivalent structure in terms of objects defined in the
hypemetwork model. Notice that in figure 4.7 the CaseComposite node is
the root node of an aggregation hierarchy.

·Q~§gQQmQQ§it§"

~
I Decision I

Figure 4.6: The CaseComposite node

3The concept of containment involves recognition of a container and an entity which
is hold in the container. Halasz states that it is not enough only to support the existence
of containers and contained entities. The semantics of containment should be supported
as well. For example, consider a box in the real world. First of aU, the box can be empty
or not empty. Second, if the box is thrown away, the contents of it are thrown away at
the same time. However, to avoid throwing away the contents of the box as well, the
box could be emptied before throwing it away. The first quality states that a container
can contain something but not necessarily contains something. The second states that
transactions performed on a container will affect the contents of the container as well. In
fact the semantics presented in this example are supported directly by the hyperstructure
model.
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Figure 4.7: Equivalent network stucture

4.4.1 Structure duplication

Providing the possibility of constructing aggregation hierarchies is not a
difficult thing. However, interpreting these structures or defining how these
structures are to be used is quite another thing, which will appear to involve
much more complex concepts than estimated at first sight.

The hierarchical structure defined by the CaseComposite is not just an
arbitrary one. On the contrary, the structure is chosen to represent legal
cases in general. In other words, all legal cases which fit this structure
are potential candidates to be recorded in a CaseComposite. So the usage
of containment structures proposed by Halasz implies that the concept of
structure duplication should be considered as well.4

"This concept states that there should be a way to define a fixed structure which can be
duplicated by the user. After duplicating this fixed structure or schema, the user is allowed
to associate information with the duplicate. These structures can also be interpreted as a
kind of documents inside the hypermedia document (network). For this reason, structure
duplication is also called document duplication.
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4.4.2 Versioning

Composition means grouping information units together in one composite
unit. Now suppose that one of the contained information units changes.
In what way should this change be reflected in the composite unit? For
example, consider a change in the 'Decision-node' in the CaseComposite.
If a new version of this node is made, is this new version now part of the
CaseComposite or not?

So, the concept of composition leads also to the consideration of the
concept of versioning. In fact, Halasz indicates in one of his questions that
this concept is related to the composition concept.

4.4.3 Sharing

Moreover, supporting composition means allowing a network in which many
different hierarchical structures can be nested. Now, the question arises
whether these hierarchical structures are allowed to intersect or not. Con
sider for example the previous given containment structure in figure 4.5. In
this example, the node ng is a member of two different clubs. This node
might represent information which is useful in both clubs. In other words,
this information is shared between these clubs. Considering whether hier
archical structures are allowed to intersect is equivalent to considering the
concept of sharing information.

The same consideration accounts for the case that different links have the
same destinations. In general, the concept of sharing should be considered
in the case that a model allows a node object to be the target of more than
one relationship object. The concept of sharing information leads to con
sideration of the complex concept of context. This concept will be explored
later on.

4.5 Extensions to the basic network model

The basic network model is a tool for reasoning in general about hypermedia
network structures. To give the reader more grip on the material discussed
here, some extensions to the objects in the model are given in terms of the
datatypes which implement them. These datatypes are given in figure 4.8,
and will be discussed hereunder.

5This is especially appearent in the case that a user is allowed to define trails in the
conventional structure part of the network.
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Node:

Names

Set of links

Set of Inclusions

Datafield

Type

Attributes

Link: Inclusion:

Name Attributes

Type Member

Attributes

Destination

Dataqualifier

Datafield: Datafile

Figure 4.8: Datatypes which implement the network objects

Nodes Apart from the set of links LS(n) and the set of inclusions IS(n)
every node n E N is extended with names, a type, attributes, and a
datafield. Among these names there is at least one system wide unique
name. The type and attributes can be used to define different kind of
nodes.

Datafield So far nothing has been said about the data which will eventually
be managed by the hyper system. To incorporate data in the hyper
network, nodes are extended with a so called data field. A data field
is an object which contains two units of information. The first unit is
named the dataqualifier, which specifies the kind of data. The model
allows all kinds of multi-media data including none (no data) and
procedural data. The second unit is called the datafile. This unit
contains the information necessary to retrieve the data. Every node
contains a datafield and every datafield is contained in one node only.
In other words, since different nodes can have the same kind of data,
datafields are uniquely defined by their second unit of information, the
datafile.

Links The basic hypernetwork model defines a set of links L in which the
elements are of the form (8, rr, d). From equations 4.3 and 4.5 it follows
that the source of the link (8 in the triple), is unequivocally defined by
the existence of the link in the link set of this node. Also, the existence
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of the link in the link set and not in the inclusion set, defines rr to
be an element of RR and not of I R. The set RR defines a number of
different relationships. For this reason, links are extended with a type
field and attributes. The destination node (d in the triple) is specified
in the destination field of the link. This field will hold the network
wide unique identifier of this node. Finally, links are extended with a
name. This name can be used in presenting the existence of a link to
the user.6

Inclusions For the inclusion object triples (c, ir, m), the same considera
tions as in the case with links is made. The third member of this
triple is now hold in the member field which is equivalent with the
destination field in a link. The structure model, presented later, only
recognizes one kind of inclusion relationship, so an inclusion doesn't
have a type field. However, attributes can be set to make smaller vari
ations possible. Since there is only one kind of inclusion, a name field
is not needed. Notice that the implementation of inclusions is very
similar to that of links.7

8 For example, the name could describe the relationship, which then is presented on the
display of the system.

TAn inclusion could as well be defined as a link with type 'inclusion'. The only reason
for defining links and inclusions separately is to stress the difference in interpretation.



Chapter 5

The Datamodel of Woelk et
ale

In the multi-media model described by woelk et al.[3] the concept of doc
ument duplication is supported using an object-oriented approach. The
hyperstructure model will use the same ideas presented in this model. The
hyperstructure model supports the concept of context, which leads to a dif
ferent implementation of the sharing and versioning presented in the multi
media model. In this chapter the model of Woelk et al. is described in a
global way first, followed by a more detailed description. Finally, after con
sidering the concept of context with respect to this model, it is shown why
the sharing and versioning mechanisms proposed in the multi-media model
are not sufficient.

5.1 The multi-media database model

The object-oriented multi-media database model presented in the paper of
Woelk et al. captures the data modelling requirements (recognized in this pa
per) of multi-media applications by generalizing the basic notions of objects
in the object-oriented paradigm (instantiation and generalization) and aug
menting them with the notions of aggregation (an object can contain other
objects) and relationships (an object can be related to another object).

29
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5.1.1 Global description

In short, their model captures the concept of document duplication by us
ing aggregation and instantiation. The model allows a user to define a so
called document class. By defining this class, the user actually defines a
fixed structure (aggregation). After duplicating this structure (instantia
tion), the user can associate data with the duplicate. As in the object
oriented paradigm classes can be defined as subclasses of other classes (gen
eralization). These subclasses will inherit properties of their superclass(es)
(multiple inheritance). Properties can be methods, attributes and data. l

A way to relate objects to other objects is defined to extend the model
with a notion of relationships. Finaly the concepts of sharing and versioning
related to the concept of document duplication are captured by the model.

5.1.2 Detailed description

In the following the model will be described more detailed in terms of dia
grams which are equivalent to directed acyclic graphs containing nodes and
directed arcs. The types of nodes and the legal directed arcs from each type
of node are shown in figure 5.1. Six types of nodes and nine different arcs
are defined. Every node object in the network, except the attribute, is given
a system wide unique integer identifier.

The token objects for classes and instances are used to implement the
concepts of instantiation, generalization, and aggregation. Every token ob
ject for a class (or class object) can be instantiated, which is equivalent to
the creation of a token object for an instance (or instance object), connected
to the class object by using an Is-Instance-Oj arc. Every instance object
has one Instance-Of arc only, relating it to its class object. However, many
instance objects might be related to the same class object. Finally, an in
stance object inherits properties from its class objects, unless it overwrites
these properties.

An instance object can contain other instance objects by the use of the
Has-Parts arc. This defines an aggregation hierarchy of instances. The

1In terms of an object-oriented programming language a class or an intance of a class
is defined as a unit of data and a number of procedures which manipulate the data. The
procedures are equivalent to the methods. The data can be seen as constant data and
variables. The constant data is equivalent with the data related to classes and instances in
the model and the variables can be interpreted as equivalent to the attributes. Note that
these attributes are different from the attributes in the objects defined in the hypernetwork
model.
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Token Objlle1 Token Objlle1 Relationship Allribute Method Intrinsic
fOl'Clua for Instance Object Data

Object

Figure 5.1: Definition of nodes and arcs

allowed has-part relationships for an instance object are determined in its
class. If instance object it is instantiated from class object CI and instance
object i2 is instantiated from class object C2, then, it is allowed to contain i2
by using a Has-Parts arc if there exists a so called Can-Rave-Parts arc from
CI to C2. The Can-Have-Parts arc is used to relate class objects only. Using
this arc will lead to defining an aggregation hierarchy of classes2 • A token
object (class or instance) which contains other token objects, stands for all
the token objects and data it contains. Finally, the aggregation hierarchy
is used for inheritance of properties. A contained object inherits properties
from the object it is contained by.

Class objects can also be related to other class objects by a so called

~Notice that in this way the semantics of containment presented in footnote 3 on
page 24 are fully supported.
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Is-Type-Oj arc which defines a 'superclass-subclass' relationship. These are
one two many arcs directed from the subclass to a set of superclass(es). This
defines a so called generalization lattice. In this lattice the subclasses will
inherit properties from their superclass(es). To solve inheritance conflicts
the set of superclasses is ordered.

The properties which can be inherited are attributes, method objects,
and intrinsic data objects. The first two objects can be inherited using the
aggregation hierarchy, the generalization hierarchy, and the instantiation
relationship between classes and their instances. Every token object can
have a so called Has-Attributes arc leading from the token object to a set
of attributes. Similarly, token objects can have a Has-Method arc to one
or more method objects. Token objects also can have a so called Has-Data
arc leading to an intrinsic data object. Usually only instance objects have
these arcs. However, if a class is related to data by such an arc, the data
is considered to be constant. That is, every instance object instantiated
from such a class will be connected to this data. Notice that this 'data
inheritance' is a form of data sharing.

The arcs described untill now all relate objects in a predefined way.
However, objects might have many other relationships with each other. For
this reason, the model comprises relationship objects. A relationship object
defines a specific relationship. Objects can now be related by using the
First-Related-Object arc and the Second-Related-Object arc.3

As an example, consider the 'Memo-class' definition together with an in
stance of this class given in figure 5.2. Notice that the Can-Have-Parts
arcs are labeled. These labels specify restrictions to the number of in
stance objects an instance object can contain. As an example, the labels
associated with the Can-Have-Parts arc leading to the Memo-Header-class
and the Body-class, specify that a Memo-instance can contain only one
Memo-Header-instance and one Body-instance. The circles denote that a
Memo-instance contains at least one Memo-Header-instance and one Body
instance. A Body-instance may contain any number of Drawing-instances,
Image-instances, and Paragraph-instances (denoted by the N). However it
should contain at least one Paragraph-instances (denoted by the circle).

The Memo-class is associated through a Has-Attribute arc with an at
tribute denoting that the font size of characters in a Memo is twelve point.
The Memo-instance will inherit this property from the Memo-class. Also

'Note that this implementation of relationships is similar to the definition of the rela
tionship object triples defined in the basic hypernetwork model.
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Figure 5.2: Representation of memo class and memo instance
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all instances contained by the Memo-instance will inherit this font size at
tribute. However, the Memo-Header-instance overwrites the font size to be
14 point. This attribute was inherited from the Memo-Header-cla.ss which on
its turn inherited it from the Header-class. Finally, notice that the From
class contains constant data4 , and that the From-Line-instance is related
through a Voice-Annotation-relationship to a Voice-Message-instance.

Sharing and versioning

Sharing is accomplished by alowing a token object or intrinsic data object
to be contained in more than one token object. The model defines two ways
of sharing, which are illustrated in figure 5.3. The first of which is called
sharing by deferred copy. A deferred copy is a logical copy which is used
so that large intrinsic data objects don't have to be copied. This type of
sharing is accomplished by using the Has-Parts arc directly. Any future
changes to the shared object will not be visible.

The second way of sharing defined by the model is called sharing by ref
erence. This sharing is accomplished by creating a Reference-instance which
is connected to the token object to be shared by making use of a Has-Parts
arc. The reference instance is incorporated into the aggregation hierarchy by
making use of another Has-Parts arc. Now the document references always
the newest version.

Versioning is accomplished by allowing the creation of versions of to
ken objects. Two types of versions are supported, alternative versions and
historical versions. Alternative versions are different implementations or
representations of the same abstract object. Historical versions represent a
history of a document as it has evolved over a period of time. Alternative
versioning is accomplished by special relationship objects. These objects
are called Alternative-Version-Relationships. The alternative versions are
usually connected by these relationships in a circular way. One of the alter
natives is included in the hierarchy. Alternative versions are illustrated in
figure 5.4.

Historical versioning is accomplished in a more complex way. This way
of versioning is explained by using the example depicted in figure 5.5. The
unshaded circles represent the instances which are part of the aggregation
hierarchy (which represents a book) before versioning is started. Suppose

4The data could be the text string 'From:'. H the From-Name-instance contains a
name, then display of the From-Line-instance will result in the display of "From: name"
on the screen.
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Sharing by Reference

Figure 5.3: Sharing by deferred copy and by reference

that the user wishes to make a new version of the Chapter-instance. The
difference between the original chapter and the new version will be reflected
in a change of the Image-instance. The user must explicitly request the
creation of a new version of the Chapter-instance.

The system responds to this request by marking the Chapter-instance.
Now all instances which are contained directly or indirectly by the chap
ter instance are available for modification. The user chooses one of these
instances and indicates that he wants to change it, for example the Image
instance. The Image-instance is copied and the user is allowed to change
the copy. When the user indicates that the new version of the instance is
finished, the system triggers a so called percolation algorithm. This per
colation algorithm will result in the creation of new instances upwards in
the aggregation hierarchy. Percolation will stop after the creation of a new
version of the marked instance, in this case the Chapter-instance. Finally,
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Figure 5.4: Representation of alternative versions

the new version of the marked instance is related to the original version by
using a Version-Relatationship-instance. The lightly shaded circles in the
figure represent the instances which are added as a result of versioning the
Chapter-instance. Now the user may explicitly request a new version of the
Book-instance. Again the percolation algorithm is triggered resulting in the
addition of the instances represented by heavily shaded circles in the figure.
Both the version mechanisms presented above are defined for token objects
in general. This means that versioning applies to both instances and classes.
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Figure 5.5: Representation of historical versions
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5.2 Insufficient support for 'Context'

The class hierarchies in the multi-media model can be used for the concept
of document duplication. In fact, the model presents an elegant way to im
plement the composites of Halasz[7]. Not only is containment incorporated
but, the model adds object-oriented features as well as a definition of ver
sioning and sharing to the concept of document duplication. However, as
discussed in section 4.4, support for the concept of sharing implies that there
must also be support for the concept of context. In the following, it is shown
that if this concept is considered, the multi-media model implementation of
sharing and versioning5 is insufficient.

5.2.1 Sharing

As stated in section 4.4.3, an object is shared if it is the "target of more
than one relationship object". In the multi-media model this translates as
"referenced by more than one arc". For instances, for example, the arcs
to be considered are Has-Parts arcs and arcs associated with relationship
objects. The sharing supported in the multi-media model allows a network
configuration as depicted in figure 5.6. The shared objects are represented
by the shaded circles.6

The network now resembles an aggregation latice, build up from inter
secting aggregation hierarchies. The multi-media model restricts an object
to contain itself either directly or indirectly7. So, although subhierarchies
in an aggregation hierarchy might intersect, the aggregation hierarchy is al
ways finit, i.e. following Has-Parts arcs eventually always leads to the leaf
objects8 of the hierarchy. This implies that an aggregation hierarchy is de
fined unambiguously by its root. In other words, every object defines only
one specific aggregation hierarchy and every specific aggregation hierarchy
is defined by one object only. Now it is possible to interpret an aggregation
hierarchy as a 'context '.

As an example, consider the object nlO in this figure. This object is part
of the contexts (aggregation hierarchies) defined by object nl, object n2, but

SIn the multi-media model, the versioning mechanism is based on sharing.
lINotice that the figure doesn't expose which way of sharing, sharing by deferred copy or

sharing by reference, is used. This is not necessary since both mechanisms use a Has-Parts
arc to incorporate the shared node in an aggregation hierarchy,

TActually, the user imposes this restriction by defining the classes in a sensible way,
i.e. not recursive.

liThe objects which contain the data.
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also the contexts defined by object ns, and the object itself (nlO). These
considerations are especially important for display of the information (data)
contained in objects. Consider the Memo example (figure 5.2). The Memo
class defines that every Memo-instance contains a Memo-Header-instance
and a Body-instance. However, it also defines the order of display (which is
from left to right in the graphical presentation). First the Header should be
displayed, followed by the Body. This should be accomplished automatically
by the system.

In figure 5.6 this means that if the system just displayed nlO, the next
objects has to be displayed automatically. But which objects are these next
objects? That, totally depends on the context which is considered. IT object
nlO should be seen in the context of object nl or ns, the next object to be
displayed must be object nll. However, ifnlO is in the context of itself, there
doesn't exist a next object to be displayed. Finally, if object nlO is seen in
the context of object n2, the objects to be displayed next are nll, n12, and
n13. Notice that this discussion exactly addresses the question Halasz[7]
asks (see also section 2.2.2) about traversing links which lead to
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nodes included in a composite (hierarchy):

Do links necessarily refer to a node per se or can they refer to a
node as it exists within the context of a given composite? ...

The multi-media model doesn't incorporate a notion of context as described
above, however, it allows a user to relate any object with another object
through the use of a relationship object. Whenever one of the related objects
is included in a hierarchy, this relationship mechanism inevitably leads to
ambiguities.

5.2.2 Versioning

If an object can be part of different contexts (aggregation hierarchies), ver
sioning this object should be done with respect to a specific context. The
concept of context now leads to a different interpretation of 'most up to
date' version and 'most up to data' version. The first can be determined
unequivocal, since it is the newest version with respect to time. The sec
ond version can't be determined unequivocal, because this version is the
'newest' version with respect to data contents, which depends on a specific
context. Because of this, the sharing by reference mechanism, supported by
the multi-media model, has become useless.

Finally, apart from a consideration of context, another error is detected
in the versioning mechanism. Suppose that the sharing by reference mech
anism can be used. Now consider again figure 5.5. After finishing a new
version, the percolation algorithm leads to the creation of new instances up
wards in the hierarchy, and to the creation of Version-Relationship-instances.
However, only the original Book-instance, and Chapter-instance are con
nected by such a Version-Relationship-instance to their new versions. If the
Book-instance is shared by reference, then traversing the Has-Parts arc to
this instance will lead to the display of the new version. But what happens
if one of the instances which is versioned but which isn't connected by a
Version-Relationship instance is shared by reference? Now there is no direct
indication of a new version at all. So, also apart from a consideration of
context, the versioning mechanism is insuficient.



Chapter 6

The Hyperstructure Model

The hypernetwork model has the potential to support a host of hypermedia
concepts. This is partly due to the fact that the model is very general
(it's simple and so far no restrictions are imposed on it). The main reason
however, is the fact that the distinction between links and inclusions and the
extension with types and attributes not only facilitate the user to classify
objects to be different, but also facilitate the system to recognize these
differences.

In this chapter, the hyperstructure model is presented. This model uses
the hypernetwork model to implement the document duplication ideas in
corporated into the multi-media model of Woelk et al.[3]. The model adds
the facilities, provided by the hypernetwork, to build up part of the network
in a way which is common for conventional hypermedia systems. Finally,
the model presents new mechanisms for sharing and versioning which incor
porate a notion of context.

6.1 The multi-media database model translated

In this section the objects and arcs defined in the multi-media model are
translated into the objects (nodes, links, inclusions, and datafields) used in
the hypernetwork model.

6.1.1 Datafields

The existence of a Has-Data arc is translated into the existence of a datafield
in a node object (see figure 6.1). The Has-Data arc is directed to an ob-

41
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Node
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Figure 6.1: Translation of Has-Data arc and Data object

ject containing intrinsic data. This is equivalent to the datafile unit which
contains the infonnation necessary to retrieve the data associated with the
node. Note that this data can be intrinsic since the other unit of the datafield
specifies the kind of data (the dataqualifier).

6.1.2 Nodes

The token objects for a class and an instance are translated in nodes of type
class and instance respectively (see figure 6.2).

Token Object

Bu .

Node
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iiJ~.....
f~'!-I.'
/ .....

.....

Figure 6.2: Translation of Token objecs

Any primitive in the hypernetwork model can be used to represent a
class or an instance. The names of classes and instances (e.g. 'Memo' and
'Paragraph') will be kept in one of the names of the corresponding nodes. 1

1In the implementation nodes will have three names. The first is a network wide unique
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Method objects and attributes are translated into simple action nodes of
type method and attribute respectively (see figure 6.3). The data associated
with methods and attributes will be procedural data.

Node

Method

D·······.. ······

Attrtlut8

0"-

Type
.... .... I"'.1hlId I ~1IrIlulI II

Datafl8ld

I~·I

Figure 6.3: Translation of Method objecs and Attributes

6.1.3 Inclusions

The Can-Have-Parts arcs and Has-Parts arcs are translated in inclusions
contained by club nodes of type class and instance, respectively (see figure
6.4).

ConIainment arcs Inclusions

Figure 6.4: Translation of containment arcs

Inclusions contained in a club node of type class are only allowed to
reference other nodes of type class in their member field. A Similar restric-

identifier, the s~ond is a text string indicating what kind of class or instance the node
represents, and the third is available for the user to give an indication of the contents of
the node, which also could be used for a browser facility.
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tion accounts for inclusions contained in club nodes of type instance. The
labels associated with Can-Have-Parts arcs are translated in attributes of
inclusions contained by club nodes of type class.

6.1.4 Links

The Is-Instance-of arc, the Is-Type-Of arc, the Has-Attribute arc, and the
Has-Method arc are all translated into links with corresponding types (see
figure 6.5). These links are restricted to reference only the intended kind of
nodes. For example, a link of type Is-Type-Of must reference a node of type
class in its destination field.
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Figure 6.5: Translations to links

The relationship objects are also translated into links. To indicate what
kind of relationship is intended, the link name can be used. Relationship
objects which are to be recognized by the system are translated into typed
links2. The First-Related-Object arc which is directed to an object which
participates into the relationship is translated into the source of the link.
Similarily, the Second-Related-Object arc is translated into the destination
of the link, specified in its destination field. Figure 6.5 also presents the
translation of relationship objects into links.

'For example, a Version-Relationship-instance is translated into a link with type
'Version'.
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6.2 Comparison of objects

In the multi-media model, the data is associated with token objects which
constitute the leaf objects in the hierarchies. The hyperstructure model
takes over this convention. However, every node object contains a datafield,
so the model can be extended to support data in club nodes. The reason for
not considering this possibility is that a club node which c«;mtains data can
be replaced by a structure in which no club nodes contain data. Figure 6.6
presents this transformation. The data is reprepresented by the rectangle.
Notice that the inverse transformation is not always possible.

I J! t \ ,; .. " :eJ ~

Figure 6.6: Transformation of clubs containing data

Most directed arcs defined in the multi-media database model are depart
ing from one object, but allowed to arrive at many objects. These arcs
which connect one object with many objects can be translated first into
arcs which connect two objects only. The ordered sets associated with some
arcs is directly translated into ordered inclusion sets and link sets contained
by nodes. For example, the Is-Type-Of arc can be refering to a set of super
classes. To resolve inheritance conflicts, this set is ordered. This is directly
translated into ordering the corresponding links of type Is-Type-Of in the
link set contained by a node.

The translation of relationship objects in links leads to the following con
siderations. First, the direction of the First-Related-Object arc is reversed
by this translation. In the multi-media model relationships are accessed
to find the related objects. In the hyperstructure model relationship ob-
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jects can be found in the first related object. This will result in a better
performance involved with searching relationships, since a system state will
eventually be associated with residing at nodes, which can be seen as place
holders in the network.

Second, links support direction of relationships. For example, if a node
object nl is annotated by a node object n2, then this is expressed by a link
directing from nl to n2. This can't be expressed by the relationship objects
in the multi-media model. However, representing associative relationships
(e.g. 'compare') in the hyperstructure model, must be done by two links,
whereas the multi-media model supports associative relationships by only
one relationship object.

Finally, notice that in the multi-media model a relationship is imple
mented as an object with a system wide unique identifier. This means that
this model allows relationship objects to be related by relationship objects.
In the hyperstructure model there doesn't exist a way to reference a link by
another link.

6.3 Conventional hypermedia structures

Most conventional hypertext systems are based on a model which is equiva
lent to the model which results from ignoring the inclusions in the hypemet
work model. These systems usually only have a notion of nodes and links.
The hyperstructure model allows a user to build up part of the network in
an unstructured way, similar to the conventional systems. This part of the
network is unstructured in the sense that no use of inclusions is allowed, no
notion of context is incorporated, and versioning of nodes is not supported3.

However, the user is allowed to link the unstructured part with the struc
tured part of the network and vice versa.4

3 A notion of context in this part of the network could be interpreting a trail as a
context. The nodes which are part of more than one trail are shared by the contexts
defined by those trails. Versioning now has to be done with respect to such a trail.

4 Notice that the first kind of link departs from no context and arrives in a specific
context. Similarily, a link in the other direction, departs from a specific context and
arrives in no context.
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6.4 Sharing

6.4.1 context

In section 5.2.1 it was mentioned that objects in the multi-media model are
not allowed to contain itself either directly or indirectly. In the hyperstruc
ture model the same restriction is imposed for club nodes. This restriction
guarantees that an aggregation hierarchy is always finit and unambiguously
defined by its root. This makes it possible to interpret an aggregation hierar
chy as a context. In the same section an example was presented concerning
the order of display of nodes in an (or part of an) aggregation hierarchy.
Figure 6.1 uses the hyperstructure model objects to represent the same ag
gregation hierarchy. Notice that some links (L1 until L4) are added.

Figure 6.1: Arriving at nlO

The example illustrated the requirement that the system should have some
notion of present context. It considered the 'nodes to be displayed next'
with respect to a specific node nlO. However, it didn't mention anything
about how the system arrived at this node in the first place. Answering
this question leads directly to the answer of how to fulfill the requirement
mentioned above.
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Figure 6.7 reveals that the system arrived at nlO either by traversing the
inclusion from ns or by traversing the link L4. If the system arrived at nlO
through the inclusion, then nlO is in the same context as ns, which can be
the context defined by nl, n2, or ns itself. This illustrates an important
difference between links and inclusions. If an inclusion is traversed by the
system, the present context remains the same. When a link is traversed, the
source and destination node are not necessarily in the same context.

This discussion illustrates that the system must record the present con
text on the moment it enters this new context by traversing a link. In other
words, the link should contain the information necessary to unambiguously
determine the new context. Since a context is determined by its root node,
the link should contain an attribute which contains the network wide iden
tifier of the root node of the intended context. Figure 6.8 presents this
solution. The shaded nodes represent the new present context.

Figure 6.8: Context incorporated in links

In the left hand side of this figure, the system arrives at n2 through a
link which states that the new context should be that defined by n2. This
will result in the display of n4, and ns only. In the right hand side, the
displayed nodes yorill be n4, ns, 7l6, and n7, since the traversed link intended
the context defined by nl.
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6.4.2 Sharing by deferred copy and by reference

In the multi-media model, objects are shared by deferred copy and by ref
erence. The hyperstructure model implements sharing by deferred copy for
inclusions and links as discussed in the previous sections. The following
discussion addresses sharing by reference.

As mentioned in section 5.2.2 it should be possible to version a node
with respect to a specific context. In the multi-media model the sharing by
reference mechanism is useless because this model has no notion of context.
The hyperstructure model has a notion of contexts so now it is possible
to share by reference. However, sharing by reference is only supported for
links. This is accomplished by adding another attribute to a link, which
states whether or not the system should automatically retrieve the newest
version of a node6• Sharing by reference is not supported for inclusions
because of the following considerations.

First, support for sharing by reference through inclusions is undesirable
since it affects the given definition of context. If a link is traversed by the
system, this means a change of present context on the moment of traversal.
When the system automatically retrieves a newer version, this is done by
changing the present context at that moment. This implies that the system
finds itself in one context only at a specific moment. Traversing an inclusion
however, means preserving the present context. When the system automat
ically retrieves a newer version while traversing an inclusion, this implies
an automatic change of the present context after part of this context was
explored. This means that the old version is no longer part of any context.
So, in other words, it is much more desirable (and more logical) to include
the new versions of parts of a context in a new version of that context.7

Second, implementation of sharing by reference using inclusions is very
difficult. It is not possible to implement this sharing in a way similar to
the implementation in links (by adding an attribute). This follows from the
fact that an inclusion can exist in different contexts. In other words, it is
possible that inclusions are shared. This will inevitable lead to conflicts,

51.e. an object is shared by deferred copy if it is a member of a club (sharing by
inclusion), or if it is the destination of a link (sharing by linking).

6 Now it is possible to speak of the newe~t version of a node because the hyperstructure
model supports versioning with a notion of context. So, this model recognizes the most
'up to data' version of a node.

TNotice that this discussion addresses the third question of Halasz: "How doe~ one
handle ver~ion" of compo~ite node~f Doe~ a new ver~ion of an included node nece~~arily

imply a new ver~ion of the compo~itef".
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since some contexts might want to incorporate the newest version of a node,
while others might want to incorporate the oldest version.

6.4.3 Sharing of links

In the data model defined in the paper by Tompa[8], so called hyperedges are
introduced. Tompa states that one of the shortcomings of conventional hy
permedia models is the absence of support for "commonality among edges".
As an example, consider a network in which many nodes have a link leading
to a node which contains 'help information'. The only difference between
all these links is their source. In his model, this commonality of links is
captured by the definition of hyperedges. It is possible to replace all the
'help links' by one hyperedge. This mechanism indicates that sharing of
links could be usefull.

Although the hyperstructure model doesn't support sharing of links, this
can be implemented by introducing a link of type 'shared'. This link will
be part of the linkset of a club node. Now, it is possible that every node
part of the aggregation hierarchy defined by this club (i.e. every node part
of the context defined by the club), inherits this shared link. Next to that,
a mechanism to overwrite these links should be implemented.
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6.5 Versioning

The hyperstructure model supports versioning with respect to context. This
version mechanism resembles that of the multi-media model. However, some
necessary changes are made. The versioning described here, concerns the
historical version mechanism. The hyperstructure model has no specific
support for alternative versions. This however, does not. imply that the
network can't incorporate alternative versions. In this section the versioning
mechanism is presented in a static way, that is, only the main version states
are given. The dynamic mechanism is presented in the next chapter.

Nodes included in an aggregation hierarchy are versioned in two ways,
depending on whether or not the node in question is a leaf node. Every
node in the aggregation hierarchy is allowed to be versioned with respect to
a specific context. The model doesn't allow the same node to be versioned
twice in the same context. However, one and the same node can be versioned
more than ones, as long as all the versions are made with respect to different
contexts.

6.5.1 Versioning of leaf nodes

Leaf nodes are versioned by explicitly requesting a new version of the node.
Suppose that a user requests a version for a leaf node. Figure 6.9 presents
the structure which results after completing this version.

o v,C ~
~vr------D

Figure 6.9: Versioning of a leaf node

The system has created a new version n' of the node n and connected the
version n' to the original by adding a link of type version (V). This link has
an attribute which contains the context in which the node is versioned (C).
The attribute contains the network wide unique identifier of the node which
defines the intended context. In the following these links are written in the
form (V, C). Now the user is allowed to version other leaf nodes, possibly
with respect to another context.
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6.5.2 Versioning nodes by percolation

Non-leaf nodes are versioned by triggering a percolation algorithm, which
is also explicitly requested by the user. When the user doesn't wish to
version any nodes anymore with respect to a specific context8, he is allowed
to trigger the percolation algorithm which will lead to the creation of a new
release of that context. A possible structure before percolation is started
is given in figure 6.10, in which the shaded nodes represent the versioned
leafnodes.

Figure 6.10: Structure before percolation

In this figure the user created versions for nodes n4 and ng, both with
respect to the context defined by the root node (notice the links (Y; 1)).
Before triggering percolation, the user needs to inform the system to which

8Notice that versioning (or changing) leaf nodes might be done in an undetermined
period of time.
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context (or node) percolation must take place, and which nodes should be
used in the percolation algorithm9 . Now the user can command the system
to start the percolation algorithm. The resulting structure is given in figure
6.11, in which the shaded nodes represent all the versioned nodes, including
the nodes created during the execution of the percolation algorithm.

V,1

Figure 6.11: Structure after percolation

Notice that for every node part of the context which was released, a version
link (V,l) is added. Notice also that following this link from every node in
the context of node nl yields precisely the new release of this context.

II Actually, the context attribute of the version links is set at this moment.
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Figure 6.12 gives another example. On the left hand side the structure
is displayed before percolation is done.

"t

Figure 6.12: Including a release in a release

Notice that ng was versioned and percolated in the context of ns. Then
the user decided to create a new release of the context defined by nI, which
had to incorporate the new versions of the nodes n4 and ns (n4' and ns, ). So
these two nodes were indicated as the nodes to be used in the percolation
algorithm. The right hand side of the figure displays the structure after
percolation is done. Notice that some of the nodes now have two different
version links directed to one and the same node. The figure illustrates the
possibility to include an entire document in another document. In other
words, the version release of the context defined by ns is included in the
new version release of the context defined by nl. So releasing a new version
for a document (or context) can be done independently for each document
(or context), even if the document is contained by another document.

Finally, the structures presented in figure 6.13 illustrates how versioning
in different contexts is done. The left hand side part of this figure gives the
same structure which resulted from percolation in the previous example.
However, now the node n2 is shared between nl and an additional node nlO.
The shaded nodes in this figure represent the context defined by nlO. Notice
that this node also includes other nodes somewhere else in the network.
The user now decides to create a new release of this second context. He
decides that this new release should only contain the new version of n4,
other versions (ns', ng') should not be included in the new release. So
before starting percolation, he indicates that only node n4' must be used
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Figure 6.13: Versioning in different contexts

in the percolation algorithm. The right hand side of the figure presents the
structure which results from percolation. Notice the added version links
(V, 10) in the nodes ns, ns, and ng.

6.5.3 Sharing by reference

Finally the support for sharing by reference will be discussed, which con
cludes this presentation of the hyperstructure model. The reader probably
asked himself why the percolation algorithm adds version links with the
same source and destination to some nodes. These links are necessary for
the implementation of sharing by reference supported for links. Recall that
a link has two attributes, one to specify the intended context (see section
6.4.1 and figure 6.8), and one to indicate whether the newest version of a
node should be automatically retrieved or not (see section 6.4.2). To explain
the conditions for automatic retrieval of the newest version, the following
notation for a link is introduced.

In which n" represents the source of the link, T represents the link type,
n c represents the context attribute10, A represents the sharing by reference
attribute, and nd represents the destination of the link. In the following

lOUsed in normal links and in version links
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discussion, whereever one of these elements is not important or not appli
cable, a dot will appear in its place in the tuple. The only type T used will
be the type version V. The value of A can be 0 and 1, representing 'not
automatically' and 'automatically' retrieving the newest version.

Now suppose that the system traverses a link (n",., n c , 1, nd). So the
system departed from a node n" and arrived at a node nd which is part of
an aggregation hierarchyll. The present context will be set to that defined
by nco However, the sharing by reference attribute was set on automatically,
so the system starts checking the conditions for automatically retrieving a
newer node. The conditions for automatic retrieval are the following.

1. There must exist a version link (nc , V, nc ,., n z ) in which n z can be
any other node in the structured part of the network. Since nc is the
source node, this link must exist in the linkset of nco

2. There must exist a version link (nd, V, n c ,., nil) in which nil can be any
node in the structured part of the network, including nd itself.

If both these conditions are fulfilled, then the previously traversed link
(n",., n c , 1, nd) is withdrawnl2, and replaced by a link (n",., n z , 1, nil)' This
link is treated just like a normal link. This means that on arrival in nil

the same conditions are checked since the sharing by reference attribute is
set on 1. Figure 6.14 presents some links which all specify to retrieve the
newest version (by the attribute a), with respect to a specific context (by
the attribute ni) in an aggregation hierarchy. The results of sharing by
reference for each of the links is given in figure 6.15, in which the shaded
parts represent the resulting present contexts. The heavily shaded node
represents the first node to be displayed.

llThis can be seen because the context attribute is used. The hyperstructure model
requires that all links which arrive in classes or intstances must have this attribute set to
a specific context.

12This means that the system doesn't record this traversal in its history administration.
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Figure 6.14: Sharing by reference

Figure 6.15: Resulting contexts
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Now it should be clear why the percolation algorithm adds the version
links which are directed to the same node they depart from. These links
should be interpreted as an indication of the new version of that node in a
different release. For these nodes these new versions happen to be exactly
the same nodes. Also, notice that these links never appear in a node which
was used to define the context in the percolation algorithm. It should be
clear also, why the restriction that every node can be versioned only once
in a specifec context, was imposed. Finally, since the hypermodel doesn't
support sharing by reference with respect to inclusions, this means that all
version links are ignored with respect to the present context. However, the
model can be extended to support some form of version notification.



Chapter 7

Implementation

This chapter presents a proposal for the implementation of the hyperstruc
ture model. In previous sections only the static model was described. This
chapter addreses the dynamic model. Because this chapter addresses many
different aspects, the description of the implementation is given in wording
by describing how things should be done. These descriptions actually present
the algorithms which implement the system. The discussion is started by
the introduction of the datatypes and the program structure. The main
bulk of this chapter presents the implementation of the unstructured and
the structured part of the network. Finally, the physical implementation is
addressed. It should be noted that it is assumed that the reader has read
the previous chapters, and has some insight in the field. Moreover, some
implementation issues can only be understood by reading the total chapter.

7.1 Datatypes and program structure

7.1.1 Datatypes

In section 4.5 the datatypes which implement the network objects were
presented. Here the fields in these datatypes are defined more precisely. In
figure 7.1 they are made visual. Some fields are new and not mentioned
earlier. There usage will become clear in the coarse of this chapter. As
mentioned in section 3.1, the network will reside in RAM. This is done
using so called linked lists. So, every datatype, except the datafield1, has a
so called 'Next' field used for inclusion in such a linked list.

1 Every datafield datatype is included in a node datatype.
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Figure 7.1: The final datatypes

N odes The first three fields in the node datatype represent the names
of the node. The 'ID' is a network wide unique integer identifier. The
'Classname' is used for nodes of type class and instance. The 'Linklist' is a
pointer to a linked list of links. The linklist is equivalent to the set of links of
a node. Similarily, the 'Nodelist' is a pointer to a linked list of inclusions, so
the nodelist is equivalent to the set of inclusions of a node. The 'Datafield'
field in a node holds the datatype for a datafield. The 'Type' field of a node
can have the following values: Ordinary, Class, Instance, Method, Attribute,
and System. Nodes of type 'Ordinary' are the unstructured nodes, used to
build up the conventional part of the network. Nodes of type 'System' are
nodes used by the system. All other type values were discussed earlier.
There exist three attribute fields for a node. The 'No. of inc. links' is an
integer which holds the number of incoming links for the node. Similarily,
'No. of inc. inclusions' administrates the number of incoming inclusions. The
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attribute 'Finished' is used in the process of creating classes and instances.

Links The 'Description' field in a link is used to give a short indication
about the kind of relationship or about the contents of the destination2. The
'Type' field in a link can have the following values: Ordinary, Is-Instance-of,
Has-Instance, Is-Type-of, Has-Attribute, Has-Method, and Version. Links
of type 'Ordinary' equal the user specified relationships. A link of type
'Has-instance' equals the inverse of a link of type 'Is-Instance-of'. All the
other type values were discussed earlier. The other fields in a link are the
two attributes 'Context' and 'Sharing-by-Reference', and the 'Destination'
field. The attributes were discussed before, the 'Destination' field holds the
network wide unique integer identifier of a node.

Inclusions The first field in an inclusion is called 'Label'. The only use
for this field is as the label attribute associated with the Can-Have-Parts
arc in the multi-media model. The hyperstructure model will not use this
field since usage should be analysed more deeply. The 'Member' field holds
the network wide unique identifier of a node.

Dataftelds The 'Dataqualifier' in a datafield can have the following values:
procedural, classdata, text, bitmap, sound, video, etc. 'Procedural' data will
be explained later. The dataqualifier 'Classdata' is only used for instances.
If the qualifier is set to 'Classdata', the data can be found in the class from
which the node was instantiated. The support for the other kinds of data
depends on the system which is used. Since only a very simple I/O interface
is presented, only text and procedural data is considered. The 'Datafile'
field holds a pointer to a textstring which states the filename of the datafile
in secondary storage. To make sure every node has a unique datafield, this
filename includes the node's integer identifier.

7.1.2 Test system user-interface

Figure 7.2 presents how a node could be displayed on the screen. The top
window displays the data associated with the node. The window in the
middle displays all out-going links from this node, which can be traversed
by the user. For every link this window displays its description and a mouse

2previously, the description was called 'name'.
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sensitive button. The bottom window displays the system options. Display
of these options is similar to links, a button and a description.

Node Data

Traversable Links

System Options
~..... ", .....,.

Figure 7.2: The display of a node

The reason for presenting this test system user-interface is to illustrate the
similarity between links and options. This similarity implies that the system
can be build by using its own facilities. This will result in a very fast
development of a test system. The I/O interface can be implemented by
using X-windows. The so called 'event-loop' must be implemented in the
system.

7.1.3 System structure

As discussed in section 3.2, the system (Engine/Application) manages the
network in RAM and the data on secondary storage. As mentioned above,
the objects in the network are hold in RAM by using linked lists. In the
physical implementation, the linked lists will also contain all functions as
sociated with a linked list. For example, if a node has to be added to the
network, then a 'message' is send to the linked list which contains the node
as an argument. Now the linked list, inserts the new node in the network.
The system comprises a number of variables and a number of procedures or
functions to handle these variables. The final system structure is presented
in figure 7.3, and will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 7.3: Final system structure
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1.2 Unstructured part of the network

The system structure used for the unstructured part of the network is de
picted in figure 7.4. The usage of all parts in this figure is explained by
using the following example. Suppose that the network is totally unstruc
tured, and that one of the nodes, containing textual data, is displayed on
the screen. The user can choose one of the outgoing links or one of the
presented system options.

SetNodeStatua()

Traverse(de8tination)

FunctionsProcedure Table
Fixed

Kev Pl'OCI8du....Newlink

I Node status

I
Networ1<~..next next

GetNodeFromNetwork() 1'-' "--/ ..n. "--/ '.A' ,y'.A' "--/ '_A.

Current Node I nodi~

History nut (i,j) next. (k,j) next.

AddNodeToHiat. 1,I,k Integel'l

1.0 FunctioM:

DisplayNode()
DisplayOptionl

System History next (I) next.(m~

AddSya.NodeToHiat. I.m In..,.
System

Figure 7.4: System structure used for unstructured part of network

7.2.1 Traversing links

In the case that a link is chosen, the I/O interface translates this choice in
a command tmverse(destination), which is handed over to the engine. This
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command is explained in a detailed way. 10 the remainder of this chapter,
only the commands are given, which can be understood by their name.

One of the functions in the engine is used for traversing links. This
function, traverse(int d), takes an integer as its argument. This integer
must be an existing node identifier. The algorithm which implements this
function is build from functions which will be explained in the following
sections. The complete algorithm is presented below.

7raverse (destination)
{

CurrentNode = GetNodeFromNetwork();
SetNodeStatus();
DisplayNode();
AddNodeToHistory();
DisplayOptions();
AddSystemNodeToHistory();

}

The function GetNodeFromNetwork() is a function which resides in the
linked list which holds the network. The variable 'Network' (see figure 7.4)
represents this linked list. So, this function is actually a message to 'Net
work' to retrieve the node, using the node identifier (the argument) as the
key for searching it. The return value is a pointer to this node, which
is assigned to the variable 'Current Node'. Consequently, this variable is
a pointer which points to a node datatype. This variable holds the node
which determines the status of the system, which will be discussed next.

1.2.2 Node status

The 'Node Status' variable (see figure 7.4), is a key to which options must
be presented in the option window on the screen. The node status depends
on the contents of a node and on the contents of other variables to be intro
duced later. For example, the options which will be displayed are different
for a node of type 'Ordinary' and a node of type 'Class'. The function SetN
odeStatus() checks the Current Node and the appropriate variables, and sets
the Node Status variable.
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7.2.3 Display of nodes

The function DisplayNode{) first checks the datafield of Current Node. If the
data is textual, then this function makes shure that the data and traversable
links of the node are displayed on the screen. In the case that the dataqual
ifier specifies procedural data, the followed coarse is quite different. Every
node which is defined with procedural data is called a 'demon node'. The
procedural data associated with a demon node is predefined as fixed pro
cedures in the engine. These procedures are kept in a 'Procedure Table'
(see figure 7.4). The datafile of a demon node contains a key to this table,
and a number of possible arguments which must be used in the procedure.
For example, an attribute 'Fontsize = 14', is hold in a node of type At
tribute, with dataqualifier Procedural, and with datafile contents (Fontsize,
14). The DisplayNode{) function will make shure that the correct procedure
is retrieved and executed with the specified arguments.

The procedures available are previously defined in the system. For ev
ery procedure and every possible argument combination of that procedure
there already exists a predefined simple action node containing the correct
datafield3• The demon nodes are all administrated under nodes of type
system. For attributes, there exists a node of type system which is named
'Attributes'4 Every link in the linklist of this system node, has a node of type
attribute as its destination. Similarly there exists a system node 'Methods'
which is linked to all nodes of type method.

The implementation of this demon mechanism can be used to let the
system support a so called 'Script-Language'. The demon mechanism can
support a script language by cleverly making specific procedures available
for the user. For these reasons, the ordinary nodes which contain procedural
data are called scripts. These nodes are also predefined and consequently
they are linked to a node of type system called 'Scripts'.

7.2.4 History list

After displaying a node, the function AddNodeToHistory{) is invoked. The
system administrates a history in a linked list of integer pairs. The variable

'In first implementation, every procedure with a specific argument combination, can
be seen as one predefined procedure. Later on, a mechanism to hand over arguments can
be implemented. A· number of procedures will be system specific. For example, nodes of
type attribute associated with fontsizes are only available for every fontsize the output
device can handle.

4The name can be kept in the description of this node.
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'History' (see figure 7.4) represents this linked list. The first integer in
the integer pair holds the identifier of the present node, and the second
integer holds the identifier of the present context represented by another
node identifier. The history list is used to provide an option for backtracking.

7.2.5 System options

As mentioned in section 7.1.2, the system can be implemented by making
use of its own facilities. This is especially true for the implementation of the
display of the system options. The bottom window of the screen displays
the system options which depend on the node status discussed earlier (see
7.2.2). In many systems, options are displayed in terms of a menu system.
'Traversing' in a menu system is very similar to traversing in a conventional
hypertext system. For the system discussed here, this observation leads to
the implementation of a menu system in terms of a second network of nodes
and links. The nodes in this network are similar to ordinary nodes, however,
their type is set to 'System'. The data hold in the dataBle associated with
these nodes is textual data, which explains or helps the user in choosing
the next option (link!). The trails followed by the user terminate in demon
nodes which implement the desired action. Now the system explores both
networks simultaneously.

While the user is following a trail of options, the system records this trail
in a linked list called 'System History'. This provides for backtracking in
the menu system. This history list contains single node identifiers only. The
procedure 'AddSystemNodeToHistory' resides in this linked list. The system
records only one trail, that is, after normal link traversal is resumed, this
list is cleared. The nodes which are used in the menu system are (logically)
predifined. A system node called 'Options' provides a link to every one
of these predefined system nodes. All nodes of type System, Attribute,
Method, and all 'script-nodes' (ordinary demon nodes) are kept in a linked
list called 'System' (see figure 7.4).
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As an example, consider figure 7.5. In this figure, the top windows dis
playa specific node. The function SetNodeStatus detennined that the node
status for this node is 'Status 9'. According to this variable, DisplayOp
tion8() traversed to the corresponding option node and displayed the links
included in this node. In the case that the user chooses 'Edit Network', the
corresponding links included in this node will be displayed, revealing more
options. If the user choice is 'Backtracking', this will result in triggering a
procedure which traverses the history list one step backwards (-1), and dis
lays the node recorded in this place. Of course, the text strings specifying
the options must be included in the description of the links.

data

\ Dcafile:l (TraVWMHislory,·1)

Figure 7.5: A menu system implemented by using system facilities

7.2.6 Adding and deleting objects

The user can add a link to the network one at the time. This is done by
traversing to the desired source of the link and choosing an option 'addlink'.
This option leads to the creation of a new link object which is temporarily
kept in the variable 'New Link' (see figure 7.4). The existence of this new
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link will change the node status which leads to the disappearance of the
option for adding a link. The destination of the link is set by traversing to
the desired destination, which can be an existing node, or a new node. This
means that the option 'add-link' is replaced by the options 'set destination'
and 'add node'. Choosing the option 'set destination' will lead to inserting
the new link in the source node with the appropriate destination. Choosing
the option 'add node' will result in the creation of a new orqinary node, and
in inserting the new link in the source node. The destination is now set to
the new node. If a link is inserted in the network, the 'Number Of Incoming
Links' attribute of the destination node is increased with one. Although
adding a link can only be done one at the time, this option will appear for
almost every node status.

Adding a node is done by adding a link to a new node as described above.
Changing an ordinary node is allowed at all times. Changing an ordinary
node means changing its linklist, its description, or its datafield. If the data
of a node must be changed, this can be done by choosing an option which
triggers an existing editor for that specific kind of data. For example, for
textual data, the system could invoke the text editor Emacs.

Changing the fields of a link can be done under an option link editting.
Deleting a link means destroying the link's datatype, and decreasing the
'Number of incoming links' attributes of the destination. If this attributes
reaches zero, then this node (and possibly part of the network) can't be
reached any more by traversing links. In this case, a link is created with
the destination set to the isolated node, and inserted in the linklist of a
system node called 'Dump'. This ensures that every node in the network is
reachable. The predifined demon nodes are linked to from system nodes for
the same reason.5

Deleting an ordinary node comprises the deletion of every link for which
the node is the destination, and deletion of every link in the node's linkset.
This might result in extensive searching for links. However, if the 'Number
of incoming links' attribute is zero for a node, it can be deleted without
any searching. Of coarse all destinations of the links in the linkset of the
node should be checked and possibly added to the dump. This concludes
the implementation discussion of the unstructured part of the network.

aAnother reason for keeping the demon nodes reachable in this way, is to keep the
procedures to add a link to these kind of nodes the same as in other cases, i.e. the user
must traverse to the destination of a new link.
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7.3 Structured part of the network

This section addresses the structured part of the network, in which the
document duplication, sharing, and versioning are implemented. The section
first describes the display of aggregation hierarchies. Then the processes of
adding nodes by defining classes and instances of classes are described, after
which the versioning algorithms are presented. Fina.lly, issues involved with
changing the network and the nodestatus are discussed.

7.3.1 Displaying an aggregation hierarchy

From the memo example it is clear that the size of the data associated with
nodes is not restricted with regard to the screen (or window) size. In the
memo example the total hierarchy which is defined by the memo instance
is displayed on one screen6. The hyperstructure model doesn't restrict the
size of the data of nodes in any way. The associated data is even allowed to
be to big to fit the screen. In this paper solving the associated problems of
spliting up data, and automatic display of the next node in the hierarchy is
not addressed. This is a task of an intermediate layer between the engine
and the I/O system. However, the problem of determining which nodes
should be displayed next is addressed here.

Figure 7.6 presents an aggregation hierarchy. The most obvious way to
display such a hierarchy is displaying the leafnodes (which contain the data)
in the order which would result from a depth first search. This means that
the order will be:

In the case of the memo example this will lead to the correct results. In the
case of a book this leads to a linear display of the book, from its first to its
last page. This illustrates that there must be support for other orderings
of the nodes7• However, in this paper only 'depth-first-display' is asumed.
Whenever a hierarchy, like in the figure, is entered, a so called 'ContextList'
is created. This list is a linked list of integers which represent node identifiers
(see figure 7.3). The list is created using a depth first search algorithm. The

8Notice that this implies that only one window needs to be opened, possibly displaying
different kinds of multi-media data (see also page 7 item 2).

TA possible solution is to use an extra attribute in a node which specifies whether
the nodes included are ordered or not. In the first case, depth first search is used, in
the last case the display of this node could be similar to that of the browser node in the
CaseComposite described by Halasz[7]. This would resemble a breadth firJt Jearch.
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Figure 7.6: Displaying an aggregation hierarchy

ContextList associatiated with the example hierarchy is the following.

This list is now copied in a so called 'DisplayList'. After copying, all the
non leafnodes are removed from the DisplayList. This list now contains ex
actly the correct order for displaying the nodes in this context. When the
system traverses a link which arrives in a class or instance node then first
these two lists are created using the context attribute of the link. Then, the
first node to be displayed is the first occurence of the destination identifier
in the display lists. The next nodes to be displayed follow this identifier in
the list9• All the object oriented-features (inheritance) must be detennined

'Since subhierarchies are allowed to be shared, the same node identifier can occur more
than once in the DisplayList.

9n might be usefull to implement different modes for display of nodes. For example
automatic (the nodes in the DisplayList are displayed until the screen is filled), or stepwise
(the nodes in the DisplayList are send to the screen one by one).
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on the moment that the present context changes. Algorithms which im
plement these features are not discussed here; extension of the model with
these features is considered to be 'future work'. However, the algorithms
which implement the creation of the DisplayList and the algorithm which
creates a so called 'Inheritance-list', is given when the percolation algorithm
is discussed. This Inheritance list could be the starting point for exploring
object-oriented features.

Finally, notice that the algorithms determining the order of display could
be usefull to implement a script language. Now every demon node can
contain one basic action only. By building a hierarchy of links of a special
type, all these single actions can be linearized to implement a total program
in terms of script language commands.

7.3.2 Defining and instantiating classes

Defining new classes

New classes can be added to the network in the following way. Similar as
with attributes and methods every class is linked to a system node called
'Classes', which is contained in the linked list System (see figure 7.3). This
system node does not only support direct access to classes, but also defines
a node status. To add a class the user traverses to the system node Classes.
The node status wi1llead to an option 'add class'. The user chooses this
option and the appropriate procedure is started. The user is asked to give
the name of the new class, which is checked to be consistent with other class
names. IT this check is succesful, the system creates a new node, and sets
the fields of this node to the correct values. Then, a link is created to the
new class. The description of the link is set to the class name, and the link
is included in the system node.

One important attribute set during this procedure is the 'Finished' at
tribute. The value of this attribute is either '1', which means finished, or
'0', which means not finished. The attribute is important because it is an
argument in determining the node status. When a user finds himself in a
not finished class, there is no option for instantiating this class. Another
restriction is that it is not allowed to use an unfinished class as the desti
nation for a new link, nor as the member of a new inclusion. The options
available in an unfinished class are the following.
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1. Deleting, changing, and adding links. lO The links can be of several
types (like Is-Type-Of, Has-Attribute, etc.).

2. Deleting, changing, and adding inclusions.

3. Editting the class data.

4. Finishing the class.

The reason for introducing the Finished attribute, is to allow a user to "take
his time" to define classes. One of the options available in a unfinished
class is to set the attribute to finished. After a class is committed finished
a number of important edit-possibilities (like editting inclusions) is lost.
In the case that the user wishes to make changes which incorporate these
possibilities, he might be forced to create a new version for the class.

Instantiation of classes

Instances are added to the network by the instantiation of a class. The
process is quite similar to adding a new class, and can be descrbed as follows.
First, the user needs to traverse to the class node to be instantiated. This is
necessary to set the correct node status yielding an option 'instantiate'. The
user traverses to the system node classes. Recall that this node has a link
to every class and that these links contain the corresponding class name in
their description. Since these descriptions are displayed in the link window,
the user can easily arive at a specific class.

When arrived in the class, the user chooses the option instantiate. This
will trigger a procedure which creates a new node, and sets all the fields of
this node to the correct values, including the class name and the Finished
attribute, which is set to unfinished. The system creates two links, one of
type 'Is-Instance-Of' from the new instance to its class, and one of type
'Has-Instance' in the opposite direction.

The editing conventions for new instances are the same as for classes.
The same restrictions are valid concerning including the instance in a hier
archy, and linking to the instance. Notice that the user is also allowed to
"take his time" while creating a new instance.

10Possibly for annotation during the class definition process, which supports some degree
of cooperative work.
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7.3.3 Incorporating classes and instances in the network

When a class or instance is committed finished, it can be linked to and
included in an aggregation hierarchy. Linking is done in a similar way as
in the unstructured part of the network. However, when arrived at a class
or instance, the system requires that the context attribute and the sharing
by reference attribute is specified. The user must first specify the context
by traversing to the corresponding node, where the option 'set link context'
can be chosen. When this is done, the option 'Set Destination' appears and
the user can traverse to the desired destination and choose this option. The
system then asks how to set the sharing by reference attribute.

Classes and instances can be included in an aggregation in a similar
way. First the club node which is going to contain the class or instance is
traversed to. Notice that this class or instance is unfinished, since it is not
allowed to edit inclusions in finished classes and instances. The mechanism
is similar to adding a link to an ordinary node. Consequently, the system
has a variable 'New Inclusion' to temporarily store the new inclusion (see
figure 7.3). There is one restriction to including classes and instances to a
club. A club is not allowed to contain two nodes which are connected with
eachother through a path of links of type version.11

7.3.4 Versioning

In the following two sections versioning is discussed. Although the discussion
only mentions instances, the mechanisms are available for both instances and
classes.

7.3.5 Versioning of leaf nodes

The versioning option is presented when the Current Node variable points
to a finished instance. When this option is chosen, the system checks in the
class definition whether the instance is a leaf node or not. In the case of a
leaf node, the system asks the user to acknowledge the choice for making a
new version of a leaf node. When the user acknowledges the question, the
system asks whether or not the new version already exists. If the answer to
this question is possitive, the system indicates that the user must traverse to
the new version and indicate that the desired node will be the new version.
The system then adds a version link to this node, in which the context

11 This restriction is necessary for the percolation algorithm.
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attribute is set to zero which indicates no context. Since the new version is
a finished instance, only limited editing is allowed in this node. The existing
node is not allowed to be reachable from the original by a path of version
nodes. This is checked by the system. This restriction is necessary for the
percolation algorithm.

If the user didn't want to incorporate an existing node the system copies
the original and adds a version link, with context attril;>ute zero to the
original. Copying the original means instantiation of the the appropriate
class and copying most fields (including the linklist) of the original in the
copy. The fields which are not copied are the following. The node identifier
is (logically) not copied. The datafile name is also different and references
a copy of the original datafile in secondary storage. Finally, the Finished
attribute is set on unfinished so that editting this node is not restricted.

7.3.6 Versioning by percolation

Conditions

When, after choosing the option versioning, the system check on leaf or club
node leads to club node, the system asks the user to acknowledge his choice
for versioning by percolation. If the user acknowledges this question, the
node in which the option versioning was chosen is interpreted as the context
which will be released by the percolation algorithm. Now the user is asked to
traverse to, and indicate the nodes which should be used in the percolation
algorithm. After indicating a node, the system checks whether this node
fulfills the following conditions.

1. The node must be a finished node.

2. The node is not allowed to be in the context of a node allready indi
cated.

3. The node must be reachable from the context to be released by a path
of version links.

Ifone of the conditions fails, the user is notified and asked to indicate another
node or to quit the process. The last option can be chosen to reconsider the
nodes associated with the error. Possibly the user can find another solution.
Actually, there exists a fourth condition. This condition states that a node,
part of the context to be released, may only be connected (by a version trail)
to one of the new nodes which will be part of the new release. However, this
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condition is fulfilled by imposing the restrictions on incorporating classes
and instances in an aggregation hierarchy (see section 7.3.3).

The ContextList, InheritanceList, and PercolationList

On the moment that the user has chosen the option versioning by percola
tion, the context which must be released is defined by the node in which the
option was chosen. The system now creates the ContextList associated with
this context. The algorithm which creates this list is a recursive depth first
search algorithm. The recursive function is called from a function MakeCon
textList() which first clears the system variable ContextList. The algorithms
are presented hereunder in pseude C++.

MakeContextList(nodepointer *n)
{

ClearContextList();
AddToContextList(n);

}

AddToContextList(nodepointer *n)
{

inclusionpointer temp;

AppendToContextList(NameOJ(n));
temp = PointerToFirstlnclusionOJ(n);
While (temp)
{

n = GetNodeFromNetwork(MemberOflnclusion(temp));
AddToContextList (n);
temp = PointerToNextlnclusionOJ(temp);

}
}

This algorithm makes use of the next field in inclusions. The next field holds
a pointer to the next inclusion in the nodelist of a node. The variable temp
is first set to the value of the nodelist field of node n, which holds the pointer
to the first inclusion in the nodelist of n. The last inclusion in the nodelist
of n has a next field which equals NULL, which guarantees that the while
loop will finish.
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After creation of the ContextList, another list is created which will holds
all the inheritance relationships12 present in this context. This list is also
a linked list, which is hold in the variable 'InheritanceList' (see figure 7.3).
The elements in this list are integer pairs. The algorithm which implements
the function 'MakeInheritanceListO', which creates this list, resembles the
previous algorithm.

MakelnheritanceList(nodepointer *n)
{

ClearInheritanceList();
AddTolnheritanceList(n);

}

AddTolnheritanceList(nodepointer *n)
{

inc1usionpointer temp;
nodepointer nptr;

temp = PointerToFirstInc1usionOf(n);
While (temp)
{

AppendTolnher-List(NameOf(n) ,MemberOflnc1usion(temp));
nptr = GetNodeFromNetwork(MemberOflnc1usion(temp));
AddTolnheritanceList(nptr);
temp = PointerToNextlnc1usionOf(temp);

}
}

As an example, the following InheritanceList would result from applying
this algorithm on the example aggregation presented in figure 7.6 in section
7.3.1.

{(1,2)(2,4)(2,5)(1,3)(3,6)(6,8)(6,9)(3,7)}

When the user indicates a node, the system uses the ContextList to check the
third condition. The algortithm which implements the search is not given
here. Notice that checking this condition might result in extensive searching.
In the case that a node indicated by the user fulfills the conditions, a node
identifier pair is stored in a linked list called 'PercolationList' (see figure 7.3).
The first identifier is the name of the node existing in the context to be

nThese relationships are member-club pairs.
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released, from which a version path was found to the indicated node. The
second identifier is the name of the indicated node.

The percolation algorithm

The percolation algorithm is explained13 using the starting state as depicted
in figure 7.7. The user indicated that the context to be released is that de
fined by node I, and that the nodes 4' and 5' should be used for percolation.

V.S

Figure 7.7: System state before percolation

If the ContextList is denoted by C, the InheritanceList by I, and the Per
colationList by P, then the following lists are found.

13The algortihm which implements the percolation algorithm is not given in pseudo
C++, but in wording. Pseudo C++ would affect the clarity of this section. Notice that
the example used in this section is the same example given in figure 6.12 in section 6.5.2.
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c -
I -
P -

(1,2,4,5,8,9,3,6,7)

«1,2)(2,4)(2,5)(5,8)(5,9)(1,3)(3,6)(3,7))

« 4,4')(5,5'))

Before starting the percolation algorithm the system checks whether there
exist any indicated nodes in the PercolationList which are club nodes ('in
cluding a release in a release'). If this is the case, all the nodes in the
hierarchy defined by these indicated nodes are checked as if they were in
dicated nodes. Only, the third condition is checked in this process. If this
condition is fulfilled by one of these nodes, the corresponding pair is added
to the percolation list. For the example, this procedure leads to the addition
of two pairs to the Percolation list:

p = «4,4')(5,5')(8,8)(9,9'))

The second two pairs are found because node 5' was recognized as a club.
Nodes 8 and 9' are both in the context of the node 5' and both reachable
by traversing version links from the context to be released. The actual
percolation algorithm fulfills the following four steps.

The first step is that for every node pair in the PercolationList the system
checks whether the last version link in the trail14 of version links, connecting
the two nodes specified by the pair, is a version link with context attribute
zero. If this is true, the system sets the attribute to the context which is
released (i.e. 1). If this is not true, a new link of type version is created in
which the context attribute is set to 1. The source of this link is the first
element in the pair, and the destination equals the second element. Figure
7.8 presents the result of this step.

14This trail, which was searched for during checking the third condition, could be stored
somewhere to avoid repeating the same search.
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V,S V,1

Figure 7.8: Result of step one

The second step uses the first elements of the pairs in the Percolation
List. For every node, specified by these elements, it is checked whether it
is a member of a club which doesn't contain a version link with context at
tribute 1. The club nodes of a node are found using the InheritanceList. If
this is true, the club node is copied by instantiation of the appropriate class
and copying the fields of the original. This is exactly the same procedure as
versioning a leafnode. However, the context attribute of the added version
link is set to 115. If this is not true, the club node has allready been checked
before, and the element considered is skipped. When a club node is ver
sioned, the pair (original,version) is appended to the PercolationList. Since
this procedure considers the elements in the list starting at the first element
and finishing at the last, this convention ensures that all appropriate nodes

15 Notice that also the inclusions are copied.
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upwards in the hierarchy are versioned. Figure 1.9 presents the result of this
step.

V,5 V,1

Figure 1.9: Result of step two

In the third step, a version link with context attribute 1 is added to
every node in the ContextList which doesn't a1lready have a version link
with context attribute 1. These links are directed to the same node they
depart from. Figure 1.10 presents the result of this step.
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V,S V,1

Figure 7.10: Result of step three

The final step is accomplished by accesing the node 1', which will define
the new release, by traversing the version link with context attribute 1 from
node 1. From this node the system starts a depth first search algorithm
using the inclusions. The inclusions lead to nodes which all have a version
link with context attribute 1 in their linklist. The system sets the member
field of the traversed inclusion to the destination field of this version link.
Depth first traversal is resumed in the new member of the followed inclusion.
Figure 7.8 presents the result of this final step.
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V,S V,1

Figure 7.11: Result of step four

Finally, notice that after percolation, all nodes versioned by the per
colation algorithm are unfinshed versions and ready for edditing. The edit
conventions for an unfinished version instance are the same as for unfinished
instances. However, in a unfinished version, inclusions can't be deleted (this
is possible in an unfinished new instance). Unfinished versions are recog
nized by the system by checking the number of incoming links attribute.
This attribute will have the value one for a normal instance or class (from
the Has-Instance link or the link from the system node Classes). The value
for versioned classes and instances will be two, because of the version link.
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7.3.7 Adding and deleting objects

Nodes

Nodes can be added to the network by the process of defining a new class,
instantiation, versioning, and adding ordinary nodes. Deleting nodes is only
discussed for ordinary nodes. To keep the network consistent, deleting a class
implies deleting all its instances. Deleting a class does not imply deleting all
its member classes. This still supports the semantics of containment, since
a class is not seen as an object but as a description of an object (which is
the instance).

An instance is seen as an object, so supporting the semantics of con
tainment, means that if an instance is deleted, all its members should be
deleted as well (with an exception for shared instances). Deleting of classes
and instances might result in very expensive search operations. The hyper
structure model only allows the deletion of unfinished classes and instances
(which are not unfinished versions). To avoid extensive searching when an
unfinished node is deleted, the system imposes the restriction that an unfin
ished version is not allowed to be the destination of a link, or the member
of an inclusion.

Links

A link which has a class or an instance as its destination can be deleted at
any time, since these nodes are always accessible through the system node
classes and the Has-Instance links. The number of incoming links attribute
for these nodes must be decreased by one if the link is deleted.

Inclusions

Inclusions can only be eddited if the class or instance is unfinished. In an
unfinished node an inclusion can be added and deleted at all times, with the
exception for unfinished versions. In an unfinished version, no inclusions can
be deleted. Adding an inclusion is done under control of the system. Adding
an inclusion means including an instance. The system checks whether or
not including this instance is allowed by its class definition. Also, when an
inclusion is added the number of incoming inclusions attribute is increased
by one. This attribute indicates to what extend the specific node is shared.
Deleting of an inclusion results in decreasing this attribute in the member
of that inclusion.
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The user might might wish to be able to add, change, and delete inclu
sions incorporated in finished nodes in an aggregation hierarchy. Editing the
inclusions in finished nodes can only be done by versioning. Adding, chang
ing, and deleting inclusions can be done by using the versioning mechanism
in the folowing way.

1. Adding an inclusion. Adding an inclusion must be done after perco
lation and before the considered node is committed finished.

2. Changing an inclusion. Changing an inclusion can be done by making
use of the percolation mechanism. For a leaf node, the inclusion to
this node can be changed to another node by versioning the leaf node.

3. Deleting an inclusion. If the user wishes to delete a node from an aggre
gation hierarchy, this can only be done by creating an empty version
of this node. This empty node can then be used in the percolation
algorithm.

7.3.8 Nodestatus

Implementing the structured part of the network leads to the addition of
more possible states associated with the NodeStatus variable, which is used
to determine the possible system options. The discussion of the implementa
tion of the structured part of the network will be concluded with mentioning
the arguments which are used to determine the NodeStatus. These are the
following.

1. The Type of a node.

2. The description of the system nodes (Classes, Attributes, etc.).

3. The Finished attribute of a node.

4. The number of incoming links of an unfinished node.

5. The contents of the system variable NewLink.

6. The contents of the system variable NewInclusion.
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7.4 Physical Implementation

7.4.1 Implementation

During the progress of the project, the focus of the project shifted slowly
from physical implementation towards the system modeling concepts. The
first cause of this shift was that during the project the understanding of
the hypermedia field steadily increased. Articles were read and read again.
The second cause was, how contradictory it may seem, the completing of a
physical implementation of a simple hypertext system. This implementation
lead to a better understanding of the hypermedia implementation issues,
which on its turn lead to a better understanding of the hypermedia aspects
in general. So, the articles were read again, leading to the ideas presented
in this paper.

Apart from the fact that this simple hypertext system gives the inter
ested reader more inside in the implementation issues, it actually implements
the hypemetwork model. Since the hyperstructure model is based on this
model, it shouldn't be to difficult to implement the algorithms presented
in wording in the previous sections, on top of this implementation. This
implementation uses the object-oriented programming language C++ and
is given in appendix B.

The C++ program implements an engine which installs a hyperdocu
ment in RAM. This hyperdocument is initially stored in secondary storage
using a special hyperdocument format. Installing of this network file is done
using dynamic memory allocation. The linked list Network is defined as
the nodedatabase class. The linked list System can be created by declaring
an instance of this class. Nodes, links, and inclusions are defined in the
nodeclass, the linktclass, and the nodereferenceclass16• The datafield struc
ture implements datafields. For every defined structure, create, and delete
functions exist. These functions take care of the proper memory allocation.

7.4.2 Hypermedia software

Designing a hypermedia system involves considering and incorporating many
different aspects. Consequently, designing the software is not an easy task.
The basic hypemetwork model is implemented in C++. Object-oriented

16 A link is named linkt since the variable name link was already used in the C++ library.
An inclusion is named nodereference, because in the hypemetwork it only consists of a
member field.
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languages, like C++, allow a program designer to use the object-oriented
paradigm. Using this object-oriented paradigm in the implementation of the
basic model revealed the following. Because of the fact that many different
aspects are involved with hypermedia system it is a difficult task to:

1. recognize which entities are to be structured in class objects.

2. determine which functionality should be incorporated as methods in
class objects and as global functions in 'main'.

3. determine which entities (definitions of classes and methods) should
be generalized.

All these design descisions will have their impact on the resulting total
hypermedia system. Since these systems are rather large, they should be
considered carefully, to support re-use of the program code and extensibility.

1.4.3 Hypermedia hardware

Depending on the application of the hypermedia system, a system configura
tion must be chosen. In the case that multi-media data will be managed by
the system, there is a need for multi-media hardware. Especially when the
system must be capable to handle moving images, audio, or video. Multi
media hardware includes for example special purpose processors for data
compressing and decompressing. For video, DVI (Digital Video Interactive)
technology could be considered. This technology supports Audio and Video
by special AVSS (Audio/Video Support System) routines that control the
playback of audio and video data files from RAM, hard disk, or CD-ROM.
Moreover, this technology supports graphics by using special hardware de
vices. Finally, it supports Real-Time capabilities by its RTX (Real-Time
Executive) multi-tasking operating system which runs on top of the opera
tion system of the system used (e.g. MS-DOS). This multi-tasking system
supports for example playing video and audio simultaneously.



Chapter 8

Evaluation

This chapter presents the conclusions made after completing the project.
These conclusions are given by presenting an evaluation of the system with
respect to the issues described by Halasz[7]. This evaluation is followed by
general conclusions, concerning the system developed during the project,
and the possible application areas. Finally, some proposals for future work
are presented.

8.1 The issues of Halasz

In this section all issues of Halasz are reconsidered. Of course the central
point is the issue of composites, which was chosen to be incorporated in the
system at the start of the project.

8.1.1 Search and query

The hyperstructure model allows different modes of access which are usefull
for extensions concerning search and query in the network. Quiry-based
access could be supported especially in the structured part of the network.
Since this part of the network is build up by defining structures using def
inition of classes and class hierarchies, these structures could be used to
express a query. For example, the query request "Find all references which
contain the string 'multi-media' in their title" , could be translated to: "Find
all Reference instances, in which the Title instance is associated with a text
file containing the string 'multi-media'''. This would result in traversing
to the class 'Reference', and checking all its instances using a depth first
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search algorithm with depth 2 to retrieve all Title instances. This algorithm
will use the Has-instance link from the Reference class and the inclusions
of its instances. Then a text string search will be started on the associated
datafiles. From this example it can be seen that the model is certainly suited
to be extended with facilities for search and query.

8.1.2 Composites and versioning

The concept of composites leads to considering the concepts of document
duplication, sharing, versioning, and context. Composites are implemented
in the hyperstructure model by incorporation of the ideas described in the
paper of Woelk et al.[3]. Considering the concept of context leads to in
corporate a notion of context in the model's implementation of sharing and
versioning. The design of the model implicitly answers the questions con
cerning composites mentioned by Halasz:

1. Can a given node be included in more than one composite'! The hyper
structure model allows a node to be a member of more than one club.
This is interpreted as sharing this node and the context (aggregation
hierarchy) it defines.

2. Do links necessarily refer to a node per se or can they refer to a node
as it exists within the context 0/ a given composite 'I 1/ the latter is
possible, what does it mean to traverse a link'! The definition of context
follows from the notion of sharing. In the hyperstructure model it is
possible to refer to a node as it exists within the context of a given
composite. In fact, it is possible that this context is part of the context
defined by that composite. So, in the hyperstructure model traversing
a link means entering a new node and entering a new context.

3. How does one handle versions 0/ composite nodes'! Does a new version
0/ an included node necessarily imply a new version 0/ the composite 'I
A versioned composite node constitutes a new release of the context it
defines. Versioning an included node does not necessarily imply a new
version of the composite. However, the new version is ignored with
respect to this composite. The new version can be included in a new
release of the context the original node is part of.

4. Should composites be implemented using specialized links or is a whole
new mechanism necessary'! The definition of an inclusion is very sim
ilar to that of a link. Although the hyperstructure model defines links
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and inclusions seperately, the inclusions could just as well be imple
mented as typed links. So, there is no need for a new mechanism.

In describing the issue of versioning Halasz states: "Versioning is an espe
cially critical decision in the design of links and composites." In the hyper
structure model this is reflected in the support for sharing by reference for
links, and the implementation of the percolation algorithm.

8.1.3 Virtual structures and computation

The hyperstructure model doesn't present any starting point to develope
the ideas presented under these issues. Halasz indicates that virtual struc
tures are based on search and query mechanisms. So these need to be
supported first. Incorporating ideas from AI Technology, such as Expert
System, and Truth Maintenance engines, will involve the implementation of
If-Then Rules. In my opinion, implementing these techniques will also be
based on search mechanisms.

8.1.4 Collaborative work, extensibility and tailorability

The hyperstructure model doesn't consider collaborative work and extensi
bility and tailorability. The issues involved with collaborative work should
be studied extensively to incorparete them in the hypermedia system. The
mechanics of simultaneous multiuser access should be supported in the en
gine. Support for the social interactions should be implemented in the ap
plication. As mentioned in section 7.4.2, extensibility should be considered
in the design of the software. Small tailorability can be supported in the
engine of the system.

8.2 Conclusions

The initial assignment for the project was to build a simple hypermedia
system which incorporated one (or part of one) of the issues of Halasz. The
progress in the project resulted in the implementation of this simple system
in C++. Then the focus of the project changed to modelling a hypermedia
system. The simple system, which implements the so called hypernetwork
model presented in this paper, was used to develope a hypermedia model
named hyperstructure model.
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The hyperstructure model includes two issues of Halasz, which are the
issues of 'Versioning' and the 'Composites' issue. The consideration of com
posites lead to the concept of document duplication. The model incorpo
rates composites by including the ideas presented in the paper of Woelk et
al.[3]. This paper describes an object-oriented data representation model, in
which document duplication is supported. Since this model was designed to
fulfill the requirements of multi-media applications, it was recognized that
the ideas presented in this model were also applicable for hypermedia sys
tems. So, the hyperstructure model incorporates this model to implement
composites with a notion of structure duplication.

Woelks model also supports sharing and versioning. However, it doesn't
support a notion of context. The hyperstructure model defines context with
respect to sharing, and incorporates versioning and sharing with a notion of
context. Then, the model incorporates support for conventional hyperme
dia/hypertext network structures. Finally, an implementation is proposed
in terms of algorithms in wording. This proposal can be extended to a phys
ical implementation, based on the implemented hypernetwork system. The
resulting system can be the bases for applications like large database sys
tems, document managers (outlining, problem solving, authoring), tools for
program development, public and personal information systems, teaching
systems, and so on.
After finishing this project I could draw the following final conclusions, with
respect to the assignment.

1. Designing a hypermedia system is a difficult task. Many different
aspects are involved and need to be considered. Professional devel
opment of hypermedia systems should be done as long-term projects,
in which testing and user feedback are essential components of the
development process.

2. IT the underlying network of a hypermedia system supports composites,
then there should also be support for document duplication.

3. IT the implementation of Composites allowes sharing of contained ob
jects, then this sharing mechanism should be extended with a notion
of context.

8.3 Future work

This section gives some proposals for future work. These are the following.
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1. Before actually implementing a complete system, the implementation
of demon nodes and their usage should be carefully studied. Using
the demon nodes to implement parts of the system by using its own
facilities, is an intriguing possibility. A well designed demon mecha
nism could posibly lead to a rapid design of applications, improved
extensibility,. and an elevation of the design process itself.

2. The algorithms which use the object-oriented features of the data rep
resentation supported by the model should be designed.

3. The total hyperstructure model must be implemented physically. This
implementation must be tested extensively. Not only with respect to
performance, but also with respect to the concepts it supports.

4. During this project, only the hypernetwork model was formalized. It
would be most desirable to formalize the hyperstructure model and
its concepts in a theoretical model. For example, this will provide a
formalization of the percolation conditions, and possibly result in a
formal proof of the consistency guaranteed by these conditions.

5. When a deeper understanding is accomplished, the other issues of
Halasz could be considered.
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Appendix B

Software

This appendix presents the software which implements the hypernetwork
model. The names used in the implementation can be different then those
used in the paper. For example, an inclusion is implemented as a noderefer
ence object. Every section is followed by the original code which is described
in that section. The C++ used was Gnu C++, version 1.37.1. The software
was tested on a SUN3 WS, under SunOS UNIX(bsd) release 4.1. The reader
is advised to skip the code on first reading.
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B.1 The engine class

An instance of an engine class is called an engine object. An engine object
contains a nodedatabase, methods to manipulate this database and some
variables used to hold information about the nodedatabase.

B.I.I Creating engine objects

The engine class is used as follows:

1. The engine object is defined in the main function. Use one of the
following definitions

• engine eng(char *hyperdocumentname);

• engine *eng • new engine(char*hyperdocumentname);

2. The engine object is contained in another object. Use inside the object
a pointer declaration

engine *eng;

and use in the case that eng is

private a method to allocate memory and trigger the engine class
constructor

eng • new engine(char *hyperdocumentname);

public in main

object.eng • new engine(char *hyperdocumentname);

The additional member variables are an integer nodes in which the number
of nodes in the database is kept, a node pointer currentnode which points
to the current node, and an integer errorstatus.
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B.l.2 The engine constructor

The constructor of the engine class works as follows. The argument of the
constructor is a pointer to a string which is interpreted as a filename of a
Hyperdocument. The system tries to install this hyperdocument which con
tains all information about the nodedatabase. The following three different
results might occur.

Error The engine detects an error and sets its errorstattis. After defining
the engine object, this errorstatus should be checked. It can have the
following values:

• status = -1: error opening file

• status = 0: no error

• status = 1: not a hyperdocument

Existing hyperdocument The hyperdocument existed and the nodedatabase
is build up in RAM on exiting the constructor.

New hyperdocument The document was not on disk. A new document
is created, qualified as a empty hyperdocument and saved on disk.

After installing the (new) document, the help variables (nodes, currentnode,
errorstatus) are set. The variable nodes is set to the number of nodes in
the nodedatabase. The variable currentnode points to the first node in the
nodedatabase (head of the linked list of nodes).

If the error status is zero, everything worked properly. If nodes • 0
or currentnode • NULL, the document is an empty hyperdocument. If the
error status is -1, there occured an error in opening the file. When this
state is detected, an error message should be displayed, the engine should
be deleted and the system should quit. If the error status is 1, the offered
file was not a hyperdocument. After deleting the engine, the system could
now ask the user to input another file name.

B.l.3 The save method

The engine class has a public method

save(char *document)
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to save the nodedatabase as a hyperdocument on disk under the file name
specified in the argument. This function also sets the error status. The
results of this function can be

Error The engine detects an error and sets its errorstatus. After saving the
nodedatabase, the errorstatus should be checked.

• status = -1: error opening file

• status = 0: no error

• status = 1: error making a backup

Saved The engine saved its nodedatabase in a hyperdocument on disk un
der the specified file name. If the specified file existed and was not a
hyperdocument, a back up is made of this file. If it existed and was a
hyperdocument, it is overwritten.

According to the error status the following action should be undertaken. If
the error status equals -lor 1, the system should present the appropriate
message and ask the user to try again. If the errorstatus = 0, everything
is ok. Now a new document can be opened, or the system could quit. The
resulting actions can be summarized as follows.

1. Save the document

2. Check the error status

3. Delete the engine

4. Create a new engine or quit

B.1.4 The engine destructor

The destructor of the engine class destroys all the nodes in the nodedatabase.
When the engine is deleted, this will invoke the destructor, automatically
destroying all the nodes.

B.1.5 The addnode method

Finally, the method ademode () is only used by the private method readandcreatenode ().
It is actually not neccessary to include this function at this moment.



order 0 • front); // see below
// constructor
// destructor

// linkedlist of nodeobjects
// number of nodes in network
// pointer to current node
// error status

class engine {
private:
int checkhyperdocument(char *name);
int checkopendocument(char *name);
int install(char *name); // methods used to
void readandcreatenode(istream *source)j // start up
int checksavedocument(char *name); // and save the network
int savedocument(char *name);

public:
nodedatabase network;
int nodes;
node *currentnode;
int errorstatus;
void save(char *document);
void addnode(node *n, enum
engine(char *document);
-engine(void);

};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The constructor of engine tries to open the specified //
// document. It sets an error flag errorstatus to //
// indicate whether or not opening succeeded. If not, the //
// created engine object should be deleted before trying //
// again. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
engine::engine(char *document) {

switch (checkopendocument(document» {
case 0: errorstatus. 1; break; // not a hyperdocument
case 1: if(install(document» { // if not ok skip break

errorstatus • 0;
break;
}

case -1: errorstatus • 1; break;// error opening document
}
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currentnode • network.members();// currentnode • network.head
nodes • network.length();// set number of nodes in network

}
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engine::-engine(void) {
network.destroynodesonly();

// check ook currentnode
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The funtion checkhyperdocument() checks whether its //
// argument is a hyperdocument (return value 1) or not //
// (return value 0). If it doesn't succeed in opening //
// the file it returns value -1. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int engine::checkhyperdocument(char *name) {

filebuf fin; // define a file buffer object fin
char *check; II and a variable to

// check the qualification
if ((fin.open(name. input» •• 0)

return -1; // return -1 if error opening

istream source(tfin);
check • new char[14];

source.get(check. 14);

// define an istream object source
// and allocate memory for check

// 14-strlen("HYPERDOCUMENT")+1 (\0)

}

if (strcmp(check. "HYPERDOCUMENT"»
delete check;
return 0;

}

delete check;
return 1;

{ // strcmp returns 0
// (zero) if equal
// name is not a
// hyperdocument

II name is a
// hyperdocument

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function checkopendocument first checks whether //
// the document exists. If it doesn't. the function //
// creates a new (empty) hyperdocument. named to its //
// argument. and returns 1. If it does the function calls //
// checkhyperdocument() and hands over the resulting //
// return value. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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int engine::checkopendocument(char .name) {
FILE .fp;
int check;

}

else {
fclose(fp);
check • checkhyperdocument(name);

if (I (fp • fopen (name. "r"») { 1/ Is document not existing?
if (l(fp • fopen(name. "v"») 1/ open it to write

return -1; II return -1 if error opening
fprintf(fp. "HYPERDOCUMENT\nYod\n". 0);
fclose(fp); II write HYPERDOCUMENT 0

check • 1; II close it and
II set return value

II document exists and is opened
II close it and call
II checkhyperdocument()

}

return check;
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
II The function install creates a file buffer and an II
II istream object to perform buffered 1/0. First it skips II
II the hyperdocument qualification. then. the number of II
II nodes (non) is read. and accordingly the function II
II readandcreatenode() is called non times. The function II
II returns 0 if an error opening the file occurs. else it II
1/ returns 1. 1/
II1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
int engine::install(char .name) {

filebuf fin; II define a file buffer object source
char .temp; II pointer to space used to skip qualifier
int non; II number of nodes

if ((fin.open(name. input» -- 0) II open file
return 0; II error opening

istream source(tfin); II define istream object source
temp - nev char [14] ; 1/ 14-strlen("HYPERDOCUMENTtI)-1 (\0)

source.get(temp. 14); II skip first 13 characters



delete temp; / / free memory
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}

source » non;
if (non ,- 0)

for (int n-O; n<non; n++) {
readandcreatenode(tsource);

}

return 1;

// read number of nodes
// if hyperdocument not empty
// read, create, and add non
// nodes to the nodedatabase

// finished

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function readandcreatenode() reads the node object //
// information. The node is created by calling the //
// function createnode() which takes care of the proper //
// memory allocation. Similarly, nodereferences and links //
// are read, created, and placed in the node's nodelist //
// and linklist respectively. Finally, the node is added //
// to the nodedatabase. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void engine::readandcreatenode(istream -source) {

int nodelistlen; // to store number of nodereferences
int linklistlen; // to store number of links
int data; // flag for data existence

node -n; // pointer to created node
int name; // variable to store internal node name
enum dataqualifier qual; // variable to store dataqualifier
char -datafile; // pointer to datafilename to be read

nodereference -nr;
linkt -I;

// pointer to created nodereference
// pointer to created link

int i; // variable to store integers to be read

datafile - new char[MAXLENGTHDATAFILENAME]; // allocate memory

(-source) » name;
(-source) » nodelistlen;
(-source) » linklistlen;

// get node name
// get number of nodereferences
// get number of links



(*source) » data; II get data flag
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// read string dataiilename

// data information existence?
// read dataqualifier
// set dataqualifier

if (data) {
(*source) » i;
switch (i) {
case 1: qual • text; break;
}

(*source) » datafile;
}

else
qual • empty;

n • createnode{name,

// no data info exists
// set dataqualifier

qual, datafile); // create node

for (int p.O; p<nodelistlen; p++)
(*source) » i;
Dr • createnodereference{i);
n->addnodereference{nr, front);

{ // for all nodereferences
// read the reference

// create the nodereference
// add it to the node

}

for (p.O; p<linklistlen; p++)
(*source) » i;
1 • createlink{i);
n->addlink{l, front);

{ // for all links
// read the destination
// create the link
// add it to the node

}

}

addnode{n, front); // add the node to the nodedatabase

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function checksavedocument checks whether the file //
// specified in its argument exists or not. If it does, //
// it checks whether or not this file is a hyperdocument. //
// The return values are similar to those in //
// checkopendocument. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int engine::checksavedocument{char *name) {

FILE *fp;
int check • 1; // return variable

if (fp • fopen{name, "r "» {
fclose{fp);

// if file 'name'
// exists close it
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check • checkhyperdocument(name); // is it a
} // hyperdocument?
return check; // return error status

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function savedocument saves the contents of the //
// nodedatabase in the file specified in its argument. If //
// this succeeds it returns 1 (one), else 0 (zero). //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int engine::savedocument(char *name) {

filebuf foutput; // create outputbuffer
node *n; // pointer to node to save

if (foutput.open(name, output) •• 0) // open output file
return 0; // error

ostream dest(tfoutput); // create ostream object

// initialise file with hyperdocument
// qualifier and number of nodes
dest « "HYPERDOCUMENT " « network.lengthO « " ";

}

n • network.members();
while (n)

n • n->savenode(tdest);
return 1;

// n • network.head
// save nodes

// finished

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function save() saves the contents of the //
// nodedatabase (which is not deleted) in the file //
// specified by its argument. If this doesn't succeed, //
// the errorstatus is set. According to the return value //
// of checksavedocument, a back-up of an existing file //
// might be created. Before the network is saved, it //
// needs to be reversed. Note how the break statements //
// are manipulated in this switch. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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void engine::save(char .document) {
switch (checksavedocument(document» {
case 0: if (lbackup(document» { // if backup didn't

errorstatus • 1; // succeed set error
break; // status and break;

}
case 1: network.reversetotal();

if (savedocument(document» {
errorstatus • 0;
break;

// database is reversed
// if not ok skip break

}
case -1: errorstatus • 1; break; // error opening document
}

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function addnode adds a node to network. The node //
// pointer is expected to point to a node which is set up //
// properly concerning memory allocation. The method //
// chosen by the function to add the node depends on the //
// second argument, which defaults to front triggering //
// the fastest addfunction, prepend(). //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void engine::addnode(node .n, enum order 0 • front) {

switch (0) {

case front: network.prepend(n); break;
case end: network.append(n); break;
case sort: network.insert(n); break;
}

}
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B.2 The nodedatabase class

The nodedatabase class implements a linked list of node objects (instances
of the node class). An object of this class consists of a private pointer to a
node object and a number of methods to manipulate the list. The pointer
is called hea.d and points to the first node in the list.

B.2.! The nodedatabase constructor

All the constructor does is setting the head pointer to NULL. That is, if a
nodedatabase object is created, the new created list is an empty list. The
constructor has no arguments.

B.2.2 The nodedatabase methods

A nodedatabase object has only public methods. The following methods are
provided to manipulate the linked list.

Methods concerning list information

Three methods are provided to check the qualities of the linked list.

members 0 This method returns the head pointer of the list. The method
has no arguments. It can be used to

• test whether the list has members or not (if (members 0) )

• get the pointer to the first node of the list.

find(int) This method takes an integer as its argument. Every node has
an integer member called property. The method findO searches a
node in the list which has a property value equal to its argument.
The list is searched from head to tail. If a node is found, the method
returns a pointer to the node, otherwise, NULL is returned.

lengthO The method lengthO counts the number of nodes in the list
and returns the corresponding integer value. The method has no ar
guments.
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Methods to add nodes to the list

There are three methods available to add a node to the list. Every one of
these methods takes a pointer to the node object which should be added to
the list as its argument. These methods don't return anything.

prepend (node *) This method adds the node to the front of the list.

append (node *) This method adds the node to the end of the list.

insert (node *) This method inserts the node according to its property
value in the list. The list is search from head to tail to the first node
which has a bigger property than the one which should be inserted.
The node is added just in front of this node. If no node property
is bigger the method is equal to append 0; if the first property is
bigger, the method is equal to prependO. If the list is empty, all
three methods are equal.

Methods to change the order of nodes in the list

There are two methods available to manipulate the node order. Both meth
ods don't have arguments and don't return anything.

reverse 0 This method reverses the list of nodes.

reversetotalO This method reverses the list of nodes, and also reverses
the lists incorporated in a node.

Methods to remove nodes from the list

There are three methods available to remove a node from the list. All three
methods return a pointer to the just removed node. In all cases NULL is
returned if the list is empty.

removefront 0 This method removes the node which is at the head of the
list. It doesn't have an argument.

removeend 0 This method removes the node which is at the tail of the list.
It doesn't have an argument.

remove Cint ) This method searches the list for a node which property is
the same as the argument value. When it is found the node is removed
from the list, otherwise, NULL is returned.
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Methods to destroy the nodes in a list

There are two methods available to destroy all the nodes in the list. These
methods take care of proper memory management. Both the methods don't
have arguments nor do they return something.

destroynodesplusdataO This method destroys all the nodes in the list.
Also all data files associated with these nodes are removed from disk.

destroynodesonlyO This method only destroys all the nodes in the list.
The associated data isn't touched.



// pointer to the first object in the list

class nodedatabase {
private:

node .headj
public:

node .members(void) { return headj }
node .find(int i)j
node .removefront(void)j
node .removeend(void)j
node .remove(int i)j
int length(void)j
void prepend(node .n)j
void append(node .n)j
void insert(node .n);
void reverse(void);
void reversetotal(void)j
void destroynodesplusdata(void)j
void destroynodesonly(void)j
nodedatabase(void) { head • 0; }

}j

// see below
// see below
// see Delow
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// constructor
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The inline function members() returns the head of the //
// nodedatabase. If the list is empty, head - 0 is //
// returned, if not, head ,- 0 is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function find takes a node property and returns //
// the pointer to the node which has this property. If no //
// node is found, a null pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node .nodedatabase::find(int i) {

node .p - head;

while(p !- 0 tt p->property !- i)
P - p->nextj

return pj
}



////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function removefront() removes the first node from //
// the list and returns a pointer to it. If the list is //
// empty, a null pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node *nodedatabase::removefront(void) {

if (members(» { // any members 1
node *p • head;

head • head->next:
return p;

}
return head;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function removeend() removes the last node from //
// the list and returns a pointer to it. If the list is //
// empty, a null pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node *nodedatabase::removeend(void) {

if (members(» { // any members 1
node *p • head;

if (head->next !- 0) { // more than one member 1
node *q;

while (p->next ,- 0) {
q • p:
p • p->next;

} // p points to the last member, q to the one before
q->next - 0: // the one before is the new last member

}
else // only one member

head • 0;
return p;

}
return head;
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}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function remove takes a node property and removes //
// the corresponding node from the list. It returns a //
// pointer to the removed node. If no corresponding node //
// is found, a null pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node *nodedatabase::remove(int i) {

if (members(» { // any members?
node *p - head;

if (head->property != i) { // not the first member?
node *q;

while (p !- 0 tt p->property != i) {

q - p;
p - p->next;

}
if (p != 0) // member found

q->next - p->next;
}
else

head - head->next:
return p;

}
return head;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function length() returns the number of nodes in //
// the linked list. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int nodedatabase::length(void) {

int nn-O: // number of nodes counted

if (members(» { // any members?
node *p - head;
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while (p ,. 0) {
p • p->next;
nn++;

}
}

return nn;
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function prepend takes a pointer to a node and //
// adds this node to the beginning of the list //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::prepend(node *n) {

n->next • head;
head • n;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function append takes a pointer to a node and adds //
// this node to the end of the list //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::append(node *n) {

n->next • 0;
if (members(» { // any members?

node *p • head, *q;

while (p '-0) { // find end of list
q • p;
p • p->next;

}
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}

q->next • n;
}

else
head - n;

// append new node

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function insert takes a node with a property p and //
// inserts this member in an property ordered list. The //
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// order is smallest property first //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::insert(node .n) {

if (members() tt head->property < n->property) {
// if the new member is not the one with smallest property
node .p • head, .q;

while (p ,. 0 tt p->property < n->property) {
q • p; // after while: p points to member
p • p->next; // with> property or p • 0 (new member

} // has biggest property)
q->next • n;
if (p •• 0) // new member is appended

n->next • 0;
else // new member is inserted

n->next • p;
}
else

prepend(n);
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function reverse reverses the list. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::reverse(void) {

nodedatabase temp; // temporary help list
node .n; // pointer to node to be transferred

}

while (n • removefront(»
temp.prepend(n);

head • temp.members();

// remove node
// build up new list
// update this.head

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function reversetotal reverses the list. The //
// nodelists and linklists contained in a node are also //
// reversed. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::reversetotal(void) {



nodedatabase temp:
node *nj

// temporary help list
// pointer to node to be transferred
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)

while (n • removefront(» {
n-)nodes.reverse()j
n-)links.reverse()j
temp.prepend(n)j

)
head • temp.members();

// remove node
// reverse nodelist
// reverse linklist
// build up new list

// update this.head

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroynodesplusdata, destroys all nodes //
// in the network AND removes all associated datafiles on //
// disk. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::destroynodesplusdata(void) {

node *nj // pointer to node to be destroyed

)

while (n • removefront(»
destroynodeplusdata(n);

// get next node
// destroy it

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroynodesonly, destroys all nodes in //
// the network but leaves all associated datafiles on //
// disk. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodedatabase::destroynodesonly(void) {

node *nj // pointer to node to be destroyed

)

while (n • removefront(»
destroynodeonly(n)j

// get next node
// destroy it
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B.3 Functions to create and destroy nodes

The functions to create and destroy nodes take care of proper memory man
agement.

B.3.! Creating a node

For creating a node the function

createnode(int. enum dataqualifier. char .)

is available. This function takes three arguments. The first is an integer
to set the property variable of the node to be created. The second is an
enumerate dataqualifier type which is used to indicate the kind of data
associated with the node to be created. The last argument is a string which
represents the data file name of the associated data file. This function
not only initializes the property and datafield of a node. It also calls the
constructor of the node class. Which sets the other member variables. Also
since the node class contains an object of the nodelist class and an object of
the linklist class the corresponding constructors (which are automatic) are
called.

B.3.2 Destroying a node

For destroying a node two functions are available.

destroynodeplusdata(node .)

destroynodeonly(node .)

The first function takes care of all memory deallocation associated with
deleting a node. This function also removes the data file associated with the
node to be deleted. The second function does the same, but leaves the data
file intact.
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The createnode function allocates enough memory for //
// the node and calls the node's constructor function. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node *createnode(int id. enum dataqualifier dq. char *datafile) {

datafield *df;

df • createdatafield(dq. datafile);
node *n • new node(id. df);
return n;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroynodeplusdata. destroys a node //
// completely. First its nodereferences are destroyed and //
// then its links. If the node is associated with a //
// datafile on disk. this file is removed. Thereafter. //
// the datafield of the node is destroyed. and finally //
// the node itself is deleted. No destructor is called. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void destroynodeplusdata(node *n) {

n->nodes.destroynodereferences();
n->links.destroylinks();
if (n->data->qual !- empty)

removedatafile(n->data->datafile);
destroydatafield(n->data);
delete n;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroynodeonly, destroys a node not //
// completely. First its nodereferences are destroyed and //
// then its links. Thereafter the datafield of the node //
// is destroyed. and finally the node itself is deleted. //
// The datafile which is associated with the node (if //
// any) remains on disk. No destructor is called. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void destroynodeonly(node *n) {



}

n->nodes.destroynodereferences();
n->links.destroylinks();
destroydatafield(n->data);
delete n;
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B.4 The node class

An instance of the node class is called a node object. The node class contains
five member variables, three methods and a constructor. All members are
public (at this point).

B.4.1 Member variables

The first member variable is a pointer next to a node. This field is used
to be able to build up the linked list pointed to by the nodedatabase class.
The second member variable is an integer variable property. This variable
is used as a unique system wide integer id. The third and fourth member
variables are instances of the nodelist and linklist classes, called nodes and
links respectively. The last member is a pointer to an instance of a datafield
structure.

B.4.2 The node class constructor

The node class constructor takes two arguments, an integer id to set the
property variable and a pointer df to a datafield object which is assigned
to the datafield pointer data. Furthermore, the next pointer is set to NULL.
When the constructor is called, the automatic constructors of the linklist
links and the nodelist nodes are called. These constructors are similar to
the nodedatabase class constructor and initialize the lists as empty lists by
setting the head pointer to NULL.

B.4.3 The node class methods

The node class contains three public methods. These include the following.

savenode(ostream *) This method takes a pointer to an output stream
object as its argument. This method is used by the engine only, the
method doesn't work for the standard output stream couto Maybe at
a later point, this method will be made private and accordingly the
engine made a friend class of this class.

addnodereference(nodereference *. enum order) This method takes a
pointer to an instance of class nodereference and adds this noderefer
ence to the node objects nodelist nodes. At this point the choice be
tween prepending, appending, and inserting can be made by providing
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a second argument which is an enumerate type order, which defaults
to front (Le. prepend, the quickest way to add a nodereference.

addlink (linkt •• enum order) This method is similar to the addnodereference 0
method. The difference is that instead of adding a nodereference to
nodes, an instance of class linlet is added to links.
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class node {
public:

node .nexti // pointer to next node in the nodedatabase
int propertYi // internal name of the node
nodelist nodesi // constructor of nodelist yields nodes.head • 0
linklist linksi // constructor of linklist yields links.head • 0
datafield .datai // pointer to associated datai
node .savenode(ostream .dest)i
void addnodereference(nodereference .nr, enum order 0 • front);
void addlink(linkt .1, enum order 0 • front)i
node(int id, datafield .df)i // constructor

}i

node::node(int id, datafield .df) {
next • 0;
property • idi
data • df;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function savenode() saves the contents of a node //
// in a hyperdocument opened by the savedocument //
// function in the engine. The argument is an ostream //
// object pointer. Note that when the node class is //
// extended, this function must be changed. The function //
// readandcreatenode in the engine must be changed //
// similarly. Also it seems that the standard defined //
// ostream object cout can not be passed to this //
// function. Why is not clear. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
node .node::savenode(ostream .dest) {

nodereference .nri
linkt .1;

(.dest) « property « II "; II write node name
(.dest) « nodes . length0 « II

II • II write no. of noderef.,
(.dest) « links . length0 « II

II • II write number of links,
(.dest) « data->qual « II

II • II write data flagg,



if (data->qual ,= empty)
(.dest) « data->qual « It It

// write data info
« data->datafile « II II j
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nr - nodes.members()j
while (nr ,- 0) {

(.dest) « nr->property «
nr - nr->nextj

}

// nr - nodes.head
// write nodereference info

.. II.,
// goto next nodereference

1 - links.members()j
while (1 ,- 0) {

(.dest) « l->property « II II;

1 = l->next;
}

// 1 - links.head
// write link info

// goto next link

}
return next; // return pointer to next node

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function addnodereference adds a nodereference to //
// nodes. The nodereference pointer is expected to point //
// to a nodereference which is set up properly //
// concerning memory allocation. The method chosen by //
// the function to add the nodereference depends on the //
// second argument, which defaults to front triggering //
// the fastest addfunction, prepend(). //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void node::addnodereference(nodereference .nr, enum order 0 = front) {

switch (0) {

case front: nodes.prepend(nr); break;
case end: nodes.append(nr); breakj
case sort: nodes.insert(nr); breakj
}

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function addlink adds a link to links. The link //
// pointer is expected to point to a link which is set //
// up properly concerning memory allocation. The method //



// chosen by the function to add the link depends on the //
// second argument, which defaults to front triggering //
// the fastest addfunct ion , prepend(). //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void node::addlink(linkt .1, enum order 0 • front) {

switch (0) {

case front: links.prepend(l)j breakj
case end: links.append(l)j breakj
case sort: links.insert(l)j breakj
}

}
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B.5 The nodelist class

The nodelist class is very similar to the nodedatabase class. The only dif
ference is that a nodelist object points to a list of nodereference objects
whereas a nodedatabase object points to a list of node objects. The mem
ber variable next, the nodelist constructor, and the methods work almost
all similar. The differences are the following. The nodelist class doesn't have
a method reversetotal. This method isn't implemented because noderef
erence objects which constitute the nodelist, do not have member variables
which are lists. The method to destroy all the nodereferences,

destroynodereferences()

simply removes a nodereference from the list and calls the destroynoderef erence 0
function untill the list is empty.



class nodelist {
private:
nodereference *head; // pointer to the first

public: // object in the list
nodereference *members(void) { return head; }
nodereference *find(int i);
nodereference *removefront(void);
nodereference *removeend(void);
nodereference *remove(int i);
int length(void);
void prepend(nodereference *nr);
void append(nodereference *nr);
void insert(nodereference *nr);
void reverse(void);
void destroynodereferences(void);
nodelist(void) { head - 0; } // constructor

};

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The inline function members() returns the head of the //
// nodelist. If the list is empty. head - 0 is returned. //
// if not. head !- 0 is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function find takes a nodereference property and //
// returns the pointer to the nodereference which has //
// this property. If no nodereference is found a null //
// pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
nodereference *nodelist::find(int i) {

nodereference *p - head;

while(p !c 0 tt p->property !- i)
P • p->next;

return Pi
}
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
// The function removefront() removes the first //
// nodereference from the list and returns a pointer to //
// it. If the list is empty, a null pointer is returned. //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
nodereference *nodelist::removefront(void) {

if (members(» { // any members?
nodereference *p • head;

head • head->next;
return p;

}
return head;

}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
// The function removeend() removes the last //
// nodereference from the list and returns a pointer to //
// it. If the list is empty, a null pointer is returned. //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
nodereference *nodelist::removeend(void) {

if (members(» { // any members?
nodereference *p - head;

if (head->next ,- 0) { // more than one member?
nodereference *q;

while (p->next ,. 0) {

q - p;
p • p->next;

} // p points to the last member, q to the one before
q->next • 0; // the one before is the new last member

}
else // only one member

head • 0;
return p;

}
return head;

}
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function remove takes a nodereference property and //
// removes the corresponding nodereference from the list. //
// It returns a pointer to the removed nodereference. If //
// no corresponding nodereference is found, a null //
// pointer is returned. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
nodereference *nodelist::remove(int i) {

if (members(» { // any members 1
nodereference *p - head;

if (head->property !- i) { // not the first member 1
nodereference *q;

while (p !- 0 tt p->property !- i) {

q - p;
p - p->next;

}
if (p !- 0) // member found

q->next - p->next;
}
else

head - head->next;
return p;

}
return head;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function length() returns the number of //
// nodereferences in the linked list. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int nodelist::length(void) {

int nn-O; // number of nodereferences counted

if (members(» { // any members 1
nodereference *p - head;
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while (p ,- 0) {
p - p->next;
nn++;

}

}

return nn;
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function prepend takes a pointer to a //
// nodereference and adds this nodereference to the //
// beginning of the list //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodelist::prepend(nodereference *nr) {

nr->next - head;
head - nr;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function append takes a pointer to a nodereference //
// and adds this nodereference to the end of the list //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void nodelist::append(nodereference *nr) {

nr->next - 0;
if (members(» { // any members?

nodereference *p - head, *q;

while (p '-0) { // find end of list
q - p;
p - p->next;

}
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}

q->next - nr;
}

else
head - nr;

// append new nodereference

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function insert takes a nodereference with a //
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// property p and inserts this member in an property //
// ordered list. The order is smallest property first //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
void nodelist::insert(nodereference *nr) {

if (members() tt head->property < nr->property) {
// if the new member is not the one with smallest property
nodereference *p • head, *q;

while (p !. 0 tt p->property < nr->property) {
q • p; // after while: p points to member
p • p->next; // with> property or p • 0 (new member

} // has biggest property)
q->next • nrj
if (p •• 0) // new member is appended

nr->next • OJ
else // new member is inserted

nr->next • pj
}
else

prepend(nr);

// temporary help list
// pointer to nodereference to
// be transferred
// remove nodereference
// build up new list
// update this.head

while (nr • removefront(»
temp.prepend(nr)j

head • temp.members()j

}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
// The function reverse reverses the list. //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
void nodelist::reverse(void) {

nodelist temp;
nodereference *nrj

}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
// The function destroynodereferences() clears the //
// nodelist in the proper way, that is, every removed //
// nodereference is destroyed also. //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/II
void nodelist::destroynodereferences(void) {



}

nodereference .nr;

while (nr • removefront(»
destroynodereference(nr);
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II pointer to nodereference to
II be destroyed
II get next nodereference
II destroy it
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B.G Functions to create and destroy noderefer
ences

The functions to create and destroy nodereferences are implemented to han
dle memory management properly. These functions are the following.

destroynodereference(nodereference .) This function takes a pointer
to the nodereference object to be destroyed and simply deletes the
object.

createnodereference (int) This function creates a new nodereference. Since
a nodereference has a constructor with an integer argument, this func
tion takes an integer as its argument to hand over to the constructor
of the nodereference class.



///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroynodereference, simply deletes the //
// nodereference specified in its argument. The //
// nodereference does not have a destructor function //
// because a nodereference only 'contains' simple //
// datatypes. If this is changed, for example if a user //
// is allowed to specify a user specified type, this //
// type should be allocated and deallocated memory in //
// the nodereference constructor and destructor //
// respectivily. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void destroynodereference(nodereference *nr) {

delete nr;
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The createnodereference function allocate enough //
// memory to a hold a nodereference. The argument is //
// handed over to the constructor function of the //
// nodereferenceclass. So the returned pointer points to //
// a nodereference in which next is zero and property //
// equal to ref, the second argument. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
nodereference *createnodereference(int ref) {

nodereference *nr • new nodereference(ref);
return nr;

}
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B.7 The nodereference class

The nodereference class is implemented to provide the possibility to define a
node composite. A nodereference object is under normal conditions hold in
a list of nodereferences implemented by the nodelist class. The nodelist on
its turn is contained in a node object. The nodereference which references
another node object is now interpreted as a containment relationship. That
is by the existance of this nodereference the node which contains it in its
nodelist is said to contain the referenced node.

B.7.l The nodereference class variable members

All the nodereference class members are public. Since a nodereference is
hold in a linked list one of its members is a pointer next which points to
a nodereference object. The second member is an integer variable named
property. This variable is interpreted as a reference to a node by its integer
node name.

B.7.2 The nodereference constructor

The constructor of the nodereference class takes an integer as its argument.
The next pointer is set to NULL and the property variable is set to the
argument value.
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////II/II
// A nodereference object is an object that references //
// another node unlike links it is not meant to traverse //
// this reference, at least at this point. A node object //
// may contain nodereference objects in its nodelist, //
// implying a containment relationship. . //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////II/II
class nodereference {
public:
nodereference *next; // pointer to next nodereference in list
int property; // property of nodereference
nodereference(int ref); // constructor

};

nodereference::nodereference(int ref) { // constructor function
next • 0; // set next to NULL
property • ref; // set reference value

}
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B.B The linklist class

The linklist class is totally equivalent to the nodelist class. The only differ
ence is that a linklist points to a list of linkt objects instead of nodereferences
which is the case in a nodelist. All members including the constructor work
similar.
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linkt in the list

// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below

// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// see below
// constructor

class linklist {
private:
linkt .head; // pointer to the first

public:
linkt .members(void) { return head; }
linkt .find(int i):
linkt .removefront(void);
linkt .removeend(void):
linkt .remove(int i):
int length(void);
void prepend(linkt .1);
void append(linkt .1):
void insert(linkt .1):
void reverse(void):
void destroylinks(void);
linklist(void) { head - 0; }

};

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The inline function members() returns the head of the //
// linklist. If the list is empty, head - 0 is returned, //
// if not, head ,- 0 is returned. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function find takes a linkt property and returns //
// the pointer to the linkt which has this property. If //
// no linkt is found a null pointer is returned. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
linkt .linklist::find(int i) {

linkt .p - head:

while(p ,- 0 tt p->property ,- i)
P - p->next;

return p;
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////



// The function removefront() removes the first linkt //
// from the list and returns a pointer to it. If the //
// list is empty, a null pointer is returned. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
linkt *linklist::removefront(void) {

if (members(» { // any members 1
linkt *p • head;

head • head->next;
return p;

}
return head;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function removeend() removes the last linkt from //
// the list and returns a pointer to it. If the list is //
// empty, a null pointer is returned. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
linkt *linklist::removeend(void) {

if (members(» { // any members 1
linkt *p • head;

if (head->next !a 0) { // more than one member 1
linkt *q;

while (p->next !a 0) {
q a p;
p • p->next;

} // p points to the last member, q to the one before
q->next • 0; // the one before is the new last member

}
else // only one member

head a 0;
return p;

}
return head;

}
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function remove takes a linkt property and //
// removes the corresponding linkt from the list. It //
// returns a pointer to the removed linkt. If no //
// corresponding linkt is found. a null pointer is //
// returned. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
linkt *linklist::remove(int i) {

if (members(» { // any members?
linkt *p - head;

if (head->property !- i) { // not the first member?
linkt *q;

while (p !- 0 tt p->property !- i) {

q - p;
p - p->next;

}
if (p !- 0) // member found

q->next - p->next;
}
else

head - head->next;
return p;

}
return head;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function length() returns the number of linkts in //
// the list. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int linklist::length(void) {

int nl-O; // number of linkts counted

if (members(» { // any members?
linkt *p - head;

while (p !- 0) {
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p • p->next;
nl++;

}
}
return nl;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function prepend takes a pointer to a linkt and //
// adds this linkt to the beginning of the list //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void linklist::prepend(linkt .1) {

l->next • head;
head • 1;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function append takes a pointer to a linkt and //
// adds this linkt to the end of the list //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void linklist::append(linkt .1) {

l->next • 0;
if (members(» { // any members?

linkt .p - head, .q;

while (p '-0) { // find end of list
q • p;
p - p->next;

}
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}

q->next • 1;
}
else

head • 1;

// append new linkt

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function insert takes a linkt with a property p //
// and inserts this member in an property ordered list //
// The order is smallest property first //
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void 1ink1ist::insert(linkt .1) {

if (members() tt head->property < l->property) {
// if the new member is not the one with smallest property
1inkt .p • head, .q;

while (p ,. 0 tt p->property < l->property) ~

q • p: // after while: p points to member
p • p->next: // with> property or p • 0 (new member

} // has biggest property)
q->next • 1;
if (p •• 0) // new member is appended

l->next • 0;
else // new member is inserted

l->next • p:
}
else

prepend(l);
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function reverse reverses the list. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void 1ink1ist::reverse(void) {

1ink1ist temp: // temporary help list
1inkt .1; // pointer to 1inkt to be transferred

}

whi1e(1 • removefront(»
temp.prepend(l);

head • temp.members():

// remove 1inkt
// build up new list
// update this.head

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroy1inks() clears the 1ink1ist in //
// the proper way, that is, every removed 1inkt is //
// destroyed also. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void 1ink1ist::destroy1inks(void) {

1inkt .1: // pointer to 1inkt to be destroyed



}

while (1 • removefront(»
destroylink(l);

II get next linkt
/I destroy it
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B.9 Functions to create and destroy linkts

The functions to create and destroy linkt objects are similar to the functions
to create and destroy nodereference objects.



///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The createlink function allocates enough memory to //
// hold a link. The argument is handed over to the //
// constructor function of the link class. So the //
// returned pointer points to a link in which next is //
// zero and property equal to dest, the second argument. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
linkt *createlink(int dest) {

linkt *1 • new linkt(dest);
return 1;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroylink, simply deletes the linkt //
// object specified in its argument. The linktclass does //
// not have a destructor function because a linkt only //
// 'contains' simple datatypes. If this is changed, for //
// example if a user is allowed to specify a user //
// specified type, this type should be allocated and //
// deallocated memory in the linkt's constructor and //
// destructor respectivily. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void destroylink(linkt *1) {

delete 1;
}
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B.10 The linkt class

The linkt class is completely similar to the nodereference class. Only the
interpretation is different. Instead of representing an inclusion relationship,
a linkt may represent any other relationship. The property field of a linkt
is now seen as the linkt destination. The node object which contains the
linkt in its linklist is seen as the source of the linkt. The linkt class is named
'linkt' because link is already defined in the header file stream.h.



// pointer to next linkt in list
// property of linkt used as destination
// constructor

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// A link object is an object that references another //
// node. A node object may contain links objects in its //
// linklist. In this way the containing node is seen as //
// the source of the link where as the property field of //
lIthe link contains its destination. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
class linkt { // link is allready defined
public:
linkt .next;
int property;
linkt(int dest);

};

linkt::linkt(int dest) { // constructor function
next • 0;
property • dest;

}
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B .11 Functions to create and destroy a datafield
object

The functions to create and destroy a datafield object are implemented to
handle proper memory management. There is one function to destroy a
datafield object and two overloaded functions to create a datafield object.

B.Il.I The function to destroy a datafield object

The function to destroy a datafield

destroydatafield(datafield .)

takes a pointer to the datafield object to be destroyed as its argument. The
function simply deletes the datafield. This delete command not only frees
the memory allocated to hold the datafield object, but first invokes the
destructor of the datafield class.

B.Il.2 Functions to create a datafield object

The following two functions to create a datafield are provided. The functions
allocate memory for a datafield object and also call the constructor of this
structure. Note that since the functions have the same name but different
arguments, they are overloaded functions.

createdatafield(enum dataqualifier. char .) This function takes two
arguments. The first specifies what kind of data is involved, and the
second specifies the file name of the file where the data is residing.
If the first argument equals empty, the default constructor is called,
otherwise the length of the datafile name is determined and the con
structor is called in the proper way.

createdatafield(int. enum dataqualifier) This function is used if no
data file name is known yet. When a new node is created, its datafield
pointer should be pointed to a new datafield. At this moment usually
this createdatafunction is called. The first argument is set to the inte
ger name of the just created node. This integer value is used to create
a new data file name. The second argument indicates the kind of data
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associated with the node. This argument of type enum dataqualifier
defaults at this point to text. However, it can be set to other values
of this type. After constructing a data file name this function calls
the first createdatafield function handing over the dataqualifier and
file name as the arguments.



// if dataqualifier ,- empty
// variable to store length
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function destroydatafield, simply deletes the //
// datafield specified in its argument. With this //
// statement the destructor function of the specified //
// datafield is called to deallocate the memory reserved //
// (if any) for its member datafile. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void destroydatafield(datafield .df) {

delete df;
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function createdatafield creates an empty //
// datafield (no memory allocated for a datafile name) //
// if the value of the dataqualifier in its argument is //
// empty, else it creates a datafield in which memory is //
// allocated properly and loaded with the datafile name //
// in its argument. The function returns the pointer to //
// the created datafield //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
datafield .createdatafield(enum dataqualifier dq, char .datafile) {

datafield .dfptr; // data field pointer
switch (dq) {
case empty: // if dataqualifier •• empty

dfptr • new datafield(dq); // create empty datafield
break;

default:
int length;

length - strlen(datafile) + 1; // determine necessary space
dfptr • new datafield(dq, length); // create non-empty
strcpy(dfptr->datafile, datafile); // datafield fill the
break; // allocated space with

} // specified datafile name
return dfptr; // return pointer to

} // created datafield

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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// The function createdatafield is overloaded. The //
// following version of this function can be used to //
// automatically create a datafile name. After creating //
// this name the first version of createdatafield is //
// called. The filename depends on the //
// id argument: "data(id)" //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
datafield *createdatafield(int id. enum dataqualifier dq • text) {

datafield *df;
char *cptr;
cptr· new char[MAXLENGTHDATAFILENAME];

strcpy(cptr. form("dataXd". id»;
df • createdatafield(dq. cptr);
delete cptr;
return df;

}
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B.12 The datafield structure

The datafield is implemented as a class which has only public members.
The datafield structure has two member variables, a constructor, and a
destructor.

B.12.1 The member variables of the datafield structure

The instances of a datafield structure contain the following member vari
ables.

qual This member variable is of type enum dataqualifier. It contains in
formation about what kind of data is associated with the datafield
object.

datafile This member is a pointer to a string. The string holds the name
of the associated data file on disk.

B.12.2 The datafield structure constructor

The constructor of the datafield structure has two arguments. The first
argument is of type enum dataqualifier and the second is of type integer.
The dataqualifier is used to initialise the member variable qual. The integer
is interpreted as the length of the data file name which should be hold in
the memory pointed to by the datafile pointer. The constructor doesn't
initialise the pointer to point to this datafile name, that is taken care of in
the createdatafieldO functions. The constructor only allocates enough
memory to hold the file name. The size of the allocated memory equals the
second argument which defaults to zero. In the case that this argument is
zero, no memory is allocated and the pointer datafile is set to NULL.

B.12.3 The datafield structure destructor

The destructor of the datafield structure takes care of freeing the mem
ory allocated to the pointer datafile. First it checks the pointer value
of datafile. If this value is non zero, the allocated memory is deleted,
otherwise no action is taken.
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Every node includes a datafield. This structure //
// contains a) a pointer datafile which points to an //
// array of characters. This array contains the filename //
// in which the data is stored. The mememory for this //
// array is allocated and deallocated dynamically by the //
// constructor and the destructor respectively. The //
// strlength argument of the constructor defaults to //
// zero. in which case no memory is allocated and the //
// pointer is set to NULL. b) a variable qual which //
// indicates the kind of data stored in the associated //
// file. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
struct datafield {

enum dataqualifier qual; // data qualifier
char *datafile; // pointer to name datafile
datafield(enum dataqualifier q. int strlength • 0);
-datafield(void); // conestructor t destructor

};

datafield::datafield(enum dataqualifier q. int strlength = 0) {
qual • q; // set data qualifier
if (strlength ,= 0) // if memory space is needed

datafile • new char[strlength]; // allocate it
else

datafile = 0; // set pointer to NULL
}

datafield::-datafield(void) {
if (datafile ,= 0)

delete datafile;
}

// if memory was allocated
// dealocate it
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B.I3 The function to remove a data file from disk

To facilitate removing a data file from disk, the function

removedatafile(char .)

is implemented. The argument gives the name of the data file to be removed.
This function uses a class File which is defined in the standard Gnu C++
library. H another C++ version is used, this function might not work and
should be reconsidered.



///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The function removedatafile removes the file named in //
// its argument from disk. This is done by using a class //
// File from the standard Gnu G++ library. It is //
// allowed to feed the function with a non-existing //
// file. A directory name will yield an error message on //
// the standard error output. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void removedatafile(char *name) {

File datafile(name.io_readwrite. a_use);
datafile.remove();

}
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B.14 The function to back-up a non hyperdocu
ment file on disk

In the case that the user wants to save the node network on disk, he enters
a target file name. H this file allready exists a back-up is made in the case
that the file is not a hyperdocument. A back-up is not made when the file
is a hyperdocument because of consistency reasons (the old network could
be re-installed, but not the old datafiles!). The function to back-up a non
hyperdocument

backupCchar .)

takes the name of the file to be backed-up as its argument. H the old file
name was 'oldfilename' the back-up is named 'oldfilename-'. In the case
that an error occurs in opening the file to be backed-up or in opening the
back-up file, the function returns the integer value zero, otherwise 1 (one).
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////II/II
// The function backup, takes a filename as its //
// argument. The function makes a backupcopy of this //
// file. This function is used to save non-hyperdocument //
// files from overwriting. //
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////II/II
int backup(char *oldfile) {

char *newfile; // pointer to backup file

newfile· new char[strlen(oldfile) + 2]; // allocate memory

strcpy(newfile,oldfile);
strcat(newfile, .. - .. );

filebuf fin;
filebuf fout;
char c;

// create name for
/I backup file

// create input and output
/I file buffers
// character to copy

input)) •• 0)if «fin. open(oldfile ,
return 0;

if «fout.open(newfile,
return 0;

// open oldf ile

output)) .= 0) // create backup file

}

istream source(tfin);
ostream dest(tfout);
while (source.get(c))
delete newfile;
return 1;

// create istream object
// create ostream object

dest.put(c); // do copy
// deallocate memory
// finished
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B.I5 The enumerate defined types

This software defines two enumerate types.

B.IS.I The enumerate type dataqualifier

One of the member variables of a node object is a pointer to a datafield
object. The datafield object has two member variables, a variable qual of
type enum dataqualifier and a variable datafile which is a pointer to a
character string holding the datafile name associated with the node. In the
case that the datafield variable qual equals empty, the pointer datafile is
NULL, otherwise the pointer datafile doesn't equal NULL. At this point, the
enumerate type dataqualifier can have the following values.

empty The node is considered not to include any data.

text The node is considered to include textual data. At this point this
means that the datafile only contains ASCII defined character values.

B.IS.2 The enumerate type order

The enumerate type order is used in the methods addlink 0 and addnoderef erence 0
of the node class, and in the method addnode of the engine class. The order
type indicates in what wayan object should be added to a linked list. The
type can have the following values.

front The object is prepended

end The object is appended

sort The object is inserted according to its property value.



///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Type dataqualifier is used to indicate the presence //
// and the kind of multimedia data. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
enum dataqualifier { empty, text };

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Type order can be used to indicate whether a new //
// listmember is prepended, appended, or inserted in a //
// list //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
enum order { front, end, sort };
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B.16 The defined constants

The only constant defined so far is used by the second version of the create
datafield function named MAXLENGTHDATAFILENAME. This constant is used to
temporarily allocate the memory necessary to hold the automatically con
structed data file name. The present data file names are names from the
set

{data1. data2. data3. data4•... }

in which 1, 2, 3, etc. correspond to node id's. The name length can be
calculated as follows.

length • 1 + 4 + (round(log(node-id» + 1)

in which the 1 represents the memory space necessary to hold the string
terminator \0, the 4 represents the four characters in the word 'data', and
the last term represents the memory necesarry to represent the integer id in
character fonn. The log function is based 10 and the function round cuts
of the fractional part.



///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// The constant MAXLENGTHDATAFILENAME is used to define //
// a buffer array used to temporarily store the name of //
// a datafile. The value 25 is somehow chosen //
// arbitrarily. The space allocated is only used //
// shortly. Thereafter it's deallocated again. //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
'define MAXLENGTHDATAFILENAME 25
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B.17 The hyperdocument format

The engine takes care of the correct hyperdocument format. This format is
given hereunder in the software listing.
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// A hyperdocument contains the information to built up a //
// nodedatabase. The format of this information is //
// restricted. This document defines the format rules. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Hyperdocument qualification\n // Every hyperdocument begins
// with a keyword qualifying
// it as a hyperdocument. The
// keyword searched for is:
// HYPERDOCUMENT

int numberofnodes\n // This integer states how many nodes
// are defined in this document.
// Consequently, when entering a non
// existing document, this document is
// created, qualified as hyperdocument
// by writing the keyword in it, and
// qualified as a new (empty) hyperdocument
// by writing 0 (zero) in it. If this
// integer is non-zero, the following
// part between [] (square brackets)
// must occur numberofnodes times. The
// square brackets are not part of the
// format.

[int node_id\n
int nodelistlength\n
int linklistlength\n
int data\n

int dataqualifier\n

// Internal node name.
// Number of nodereferences in this node.
// Number of links in this node.
// Indicates whether or not the datafield
// of this node was saved. When data is
// 0 (zero) the next two fields do not
// exist. When it is 1 (one) they do.
// This integer indicates the kind of data.
// It's value corresponds to the 'integer'
// value of the enumerate type dataqualifier.
// 0 (zero) will never occur here, because
// it is equivalent with 'empty', in which
// case the previous integer data will
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// be 0 (zero).
string datafilename\n // This string contains the name of the

// associated datafile.
int nodereference\n // This integer contains the 'ref' value

// for the first nodereference. The number
// of occurences of this integer must be
// equal to nodelistlength.

int link\nJ // This integer contains the 'dest' value
// for the first link. The number of
// occurences of this integer must be equal
// to linklistlength.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Note: \n may be replaced by any vhitespace character. //
/ / Example: / /
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
HYPERDOCUMENT 5
1 0 3 1 1 data1 2 3 5
220 0 1 4
3 2 1 1 1 data3 1 5 2
4 0 3 1 1 data4 2 3 5
5 0 2 1 1 data5 1 4
////////////////////////1//////////////////////////////////
// Shortest notation: //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
HYPERDOCUMENT 5 1 0 3 1 1 data1 2 3 5 2 2 0 0 1 4 3 2 1 1

1 data3 1 5 2 4 0 3 1 1 data4 2 3 5 5 0 2 1 1 data5 1 4
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